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WELCOME

LESLEY MOODY MBE – PRESIDENT

Brexit casts shadow over other
vital economic issues
The Chamber is keeping its eye on the ball of other business concerns affecting our region, beyond continuing
political posturing over the EU situation
As I write this article we’ve just held
our second annual dinner in Durham
Cathedral – an amazing evening in
stunning surroundings enjoyed by
all (not least me!) and now we are in
the middle of Autumn with the nights
closing in, clocks changing and the
festive season looming…
By the time you’re reading this,
October 31 will have been and gone and
I had hoped that the outcome delivered
would be one that will help reduce the
negative impact Brexit is having on our
region as demonstrated by our latest
Quarterly Economic Survey where
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exports from the region was shown as
being at its lowest since 2009. However,
we’ve got yet another Brexit extension
and an election instead!
While Parliament continues to appear
to be totally consumed by Brexit at the
expense of other important issues such
as health, housing, education, transport
and the environment, the Chamber
has taken a somewhat more balanced
approach, ensuring that we continue
to address other issues affecting our
region.
Don’t get me wrong, Brexit has
continued to be on the Chamber agenda
with our events bringing national
perspectives from the Shadow Brexit
Secretary, Sir Kier Starmer and TUC
General Secretary, Frances O’Grady to
our members. However, we have also
made sure that we continue to forge
ahead with activities important for our

region and economy including those

Chamber brought together members

related to rail travel and infrastructure

to engage with the North of Tyne

and the theme of my presidency, flexible

Combined Authority and Mayor Jamie

working.

Driscoll to discuss their planned ‘Good

So, I’m delighted to see that our Fast

Work’ pledge. We will host another

Track North East campaign continues to

event this month ‘The Future of Work’.

gather momentum across the region and

At this event we will discuss how the

that our Flexible Working initiative is

future of work will impact the North East

attracting strong support from members

and we’ll be joined by Martin Temple,

large and small from all sectors.

chair of the Health and Safety Executive

Focusing the spotlight on flexible
working, I was delighted when the

“We have also made sure that we continue
to forge ahead with activities important
for our region”

to discuss how the regulator is working
to help businesses adapt to changing
workplaces.
I hope you enjoy our latest edition
of Contact Magazine and look forward
to meeting more of you in the coming
months.
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WELCOME

JAMES RAMSBOTHAM CBE - CHIEF EXECUTIVE

A night to remember at
the Annual Dinner
An ambition fulfilled at Durham Cathedral as £174k is raised; region’s employment statistics at odds with
national picture; and exasperation at continuing Brexit uncertainty
James Ramsbotham CBE
Chief executive
@NEEChamberJames

To quote a famous Frankie Valli song:

for clarity and a deal which matches our

‘Oh what a night!’ As many of you know,

current trading arrangements with the EU.

ever since I was appointed your chief
executive, it has been an ambition of mine
to host our Annual Dinner in Durham
Cathedral and help raise funds for its
restoration, as well as celebrate our
region’s business successes.
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I’m delighted to say that our Dinner,
hosted in the Cathedral’s Nave, was a
tremendous occasion. It was the second
year we have had the privilege of
spending time with 800 of our members
and business leaders in part of the aweinspiring UNESCO World Heritage Site in
Durham.
Through the generosity of guests, we
were also able to help raise the fantastic
amount of £174,000 for the Cathedral’s
Foundation 2020 restoration campaign.
We now look forward to next year’s
Annual Dinner there and hope that
even more members are able to join us.
The tickets are already on sale but, like
Glastonbury, are likely to sell out again in
record time, so I suggest anyone wanting
to attend should be quick!
This uplifting experience was a sharp
contrast to what I see when I look back on
the last couple of months of our national
life. I remain constantly dismayed by the
huge and continuing uncertainty about
Brexit which is affecting our businesses so
detrimentally.
Government’s approach has caused,
and continues to cause, considerable
turmoil for our members. We are pushing

Despite these national exigencies we

do still have substantial achievements to

being played out in the worst set of

also highlighting rising costs as a

celebrate in our region.

statistics on our workforce for a long

significant concern.

On behalf of everyone in the Chamber

while. Our unemployment rate has

It is no surprise that these results, the

I send congratulations to our member,

slumped to 5.8 per cent and remains

biggest independent survey of business

Hays Travel, which has bought all of the

the highest in the UK. What is even

confidence in our region, also showed a

Thomas Cook branches, safeguarding

more worrying is that the national rate

dramatic fall in exporting, reducing to the

employment for so many people, not just

of employment is showing gradual

lowest level for a decade.

in our region but throughout the country.

improvement.

This company, home-grown, ambitious

We believe Government must respond

We were established over 200 years
ago to mutually support our international

and entrepreneurial, is a great advert for

to the economic alarm bells in these

trade, so for a region with this proud

our North East business community.

statistics with a targeted response of

heritage and reputation, it is deeply

Unfortunately, Hays Travel’s decision

support for our region which is so out of

worrying.

to invest in hard-working former Thomas

step with the fortunes of the rest of the

Cook employees contrasts sharply with

UK.

the latest employment figures.
The impact of Brexit is without doubt

Our last Quarterly Economic Survey
mirrored these indicators with members

The last quarter saw scores for export
orders fall to their lowest level since the
middle of 2009.
Brexit’s October 31 deadline may have
gone but its damage is still being felt and
now we have an election with which to
contend.
We were fortunate to have two
senior national figures speaking to our
members. Both are both working hard to
make sense of how we leave the EU.
Sir Kier Starmer, Shadow Brexit
Secretary made plain that he was not
only frustrated at the lack of progress
on Brexit but concerned about other
important issues, such as infrastructure
investment, were being side-lined to our
region’s detriment.
Our October President’s Club Lunch
guests heard Frances O’Grady, TUC
general secretary, echo much of Sir Kier’s
comments, stressing her support of our
stance that we should measure any deal
by the current arrangements.
I mentioned earlier in this column that
our members are continuing to enjoy
successes despite these challenges. One
of the highlights of my year is taking a
number of them to the national British
Chambers of Commerce Awards in
London.
This year those members contending
for top honours are Beamish Museum,
Newton Press, Nano Purification, Coleman
James, Tharsus and UK Pods. They are all
already winners by any standards and we
wish them the best of luck on November
28.
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EXPORTING

Pictured (L-R): Steven Clapperton, director of health and safety, environment and marine at Port of Tyne,
Marianne O’Sullivan, policy adviser at the Chamber, and Kevin Bell, partner at Womble Bond Dickinson

Report set to boost
international trade
New research published by the North East England Chamber of Commerce and Womble Bond Dickinson seeks to examine how better
transport links and improved connections in the North East can encourage more businesses to export.
It will also provide support to existing exporters and ultimately help to increase international trade in a post-Brexit landscape. The
Connectivity and International Trade Report highlights, among other things, that better access to the region’s ports and airports as well
as improvements to our major road and rail infrastructure will help to ensure that the North East is more connected both domestically
and internationally.
In turn, this will then help to increase international trade as well as encourage further inward investment in the region.
The report is to be used to demonstrate our regional transport priorities and influence government spending, so as to ensure that
central Government and relevant supporting agencies carry out the transport interventions that are now needed.

NEWS

Pictured (L-R): James Branch, account manager Aspire Technology Solutions and Ray Spencer,
executive director of The Customs House

IT

Pictured: Chris Lee

Leading technology company
supports The Customs House
The Customs House has benefited from a generous donation in kind from award-winning
North East company Aspire Technology Solutions.
The Gateshead-based company, which was established in 2006, supported a recent

CO M M U N I C AT I O N S

Dialling into new
opportunities

IT upgrade at the South Shields arts venue, donating equipment and expertise worth

The company which introduced mobile

around £20,000.

phones to the North East in the 1980s

The Customs House is celebrating its 25th anniversary this year and fundraising
has been a major focus as it looks to the future, with the replacement of ageing
infrastructure having been identified as a priority.

is dialling into new opportunities after
celebrating its best year to date.
Sunderland-based Nice Network,
which rebranded from CCS just over 12
months ago, saw an additional £1.2m

D I G I TA L

Chamber networking spawns alliance

added to last year’s turnover after
welcoming on board a host of new
clients.
Founded in 1986 by managing director

Redcar-based Chamber member Duco Digital has announced a collaboration with

Chris Lee, Nice Network is a family-run

Teesside digital companies Solid Blue Liquid in Stockton and Silver Lining Animation

business famed for selling the first ever

in Middlesbrough to increase reach, share best practice and develop awareness of

mobile phone in the North East. The

independent digital services in Teesside and the North East.

company is a Home Office award winner

The collaboration came as a result of local business owners seeking social media,
website, email, web hosting and video animation services from each business.
The group decided to work with each other after networking at Chamber events and

for creating the specification for what
is now known as the Thatcham vehicle
security system.

gaining a deeper understanding of how their customers could benefit from services they

The company has since grown rapidly

were formerly unaware of.

and now manages telecommunications

Duco Digital specialises in websites, social media, SEO and marketing strategy;

and IT services for global blue-chip

Solid Blue Liquid offers a full IT managed service; and Silver Lining Animation creates

organisations including Nike, Husqvarna,

animated videos to help explain company products and services.

Draeger, Puma and Russell Hobbs.
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R EG E N E R AT I O N

New complex set for
Bishop Auckland
The regeneration of a County Durham town has received a boost
after the submission of plans to develop a new multi-million
pound retail, residential or hotel complex.
The move sees planning applications, submitted by Hedley
Planning Services, to convert the ground and upper floors of
the Grade II listed former Beales department store on Newgate
Street in Bishop Auckland, which has been vacant for more than
two years.
The historic building on Newgate Street in Bishop Auckland
was originally owned by the Co-Op in the 1870s.
The project sits within the heart of the Bishop Auckland
Heritage Action Zone, which was established to revitalise the
The building was home to Beales until 2017

historic market town.
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ENERGY

North East
energy supplier
tops table
A small, family-run energy supplier
from the North East of England has
blown away larger opposition after
coming out top for customer service.
Pictured: Adam Jacobs, (third from right) founder and executive chairman with staff at Bloom
Procurement Services

Breeze Energy, based in Newcastleupon-Tyne, employs just 11 staff

PROCUREMENT

and supplies electricity and gas to

Bloom to deliver public sector
procurement solution

40,000 meters across the UK. The
company, run by husband and wife
team Kelly and Danny Hughes and
fellow co-founder James Platania,

Bloom Procurement Services has been appointed by NEPO (the North East Procurement

who works out of the City of London,

Organisation) to deliver the multi-billion-pound NEPRO³ public sector procurement

has topped the latest Citizens Advice

solution for up to eight years.

league table for customer service

NEPRO³ is a compliant procurement framework, available to every public sector
organisation in the UK.
The system provides a full end-to-end marketplace solution for the procurement,
contract management and payment of all consultancy and professional services.

with a near-perfect 4.8 star rating out
of five. It knocked SSE – one of the
UK’s big six energy suppliers – off the
top spot.

NEWS

The new centre of excellence

BIOSCIENCE

Centre of excellence unveiled
Teesside University’s new £22.3m UK centre of excellence for the biosciences industry

Pictured (L-R): Client Alastair Swan,
Newcastle City Council and Tony
Easingwood, Advantex Network Solutions

IT SERVICES

Advantex
tunnel contract

has been officially opened.
This internationally significant asset will play a leading role in enabling global

Plans to improve security and

partnerships and meeting the demands of the Government’s Industrial Strategy, through

IT services for the historic Tyne

catalysing talent development and providing a platform for engagement between

pedestrian and cyclist tunnels have

research, teaching and industry.

been given the green light as part of
an extensive refurbishment project.
The move will see Gateshead

E D U C AT I O N

College showcases T Levels
to Minister

technology specialist Advantex
Network solutions provide a new IP
infrastructure in an undisclosed sixfigure contract, which will involve the
installation of water-resistant fibre
optic emergency cabling to span the

The Education Minister Michelle Donelan was in the region recently to visit Gateshead

270m length of the Grade-II listed

College to see how they are preparing for the introduction of new qualifications called

structure.

T Levels.
Described as the biggest change in education in 70 years, T Levels are a brand new,

The work, which is already
underway, will see a new network

two-year technical qualification. They bring classroom learning and an extended industry

infrastructure implemented by

placement together on a course designed with businesses and employers. Ideal for

Advantex that will allow for the

those who have finished GCSEs, students will spend 80 per cent of their time in the

connectivity of IP security systems,

classroom and 20 per cent on an industry placement.

telephony and other IT services.
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The Algorithm People
secures £500k investment
A Newcastle start-up with a new fleet management software
designed with electric vehicles in mind has secured a £500,000
investment from the North East Venture Fund. It is supported
by the European Regional Development Fund and managed by
Mercia.
The Algorithm People helps hauliers, fleet operators and final
mile delivery companies cut costs and emissions by planning
routes more efficiently. Its platform, My Transport Planner, can
also account for electric vehicles, factoring in their limited range
to show organisations how best to deploy them within their
fleet.
The investment will enable The Algorithm People to accelerate
its development of a new ‘pay as you go’ option, making this
type of optimisation technology accessible to smaller firms.
The Algorithm People was launched in April by Colin and
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Sarah Ferguson, who pioneered the use of algorithms in the fleet
sector with their last company Route Monkey, which they sold
in 2015.

Pictured: The Algorithm People founders Sarah and Colin Ferguson, centre,
with sales director Robert Goldwater, left, and Ian Wilson of Mercia, right

The investment will enable them to further develop the
platform and build their management, sales and marketing team,
creating 13 new jobs initially.

CO M M U N I C AT I O N S

CHARITIES

Aspire brings ultra-fast
connectivity to Tees Valley

Ramside event raises £31k
for charity

North-East based connectivity experts Aspire Technology

North East England Chamber of Commerce members including

Solutions have announced a £1.2m investment in their UK core

property firm ELOPA Estate Agents have supported another

network in the Tees Valley.

successful Red Sky Ball event which has raised £31,000 to

The new infrastructure will enable businesses to access leased
line speeds of up to 100 gigabit per second, some of the fastest
internet speeds available outside London.

support heart-related causes.
The Red Sky Ball White Party took place at at Ramside Hall
Hotel, Golf and Spa near Durham, where 400 people enjoyed

The 100Gbps product, which the company has aptly named

an Ibiza-style celebration. The event was organised by Sergio

Ultrafast Dedicated Connectivity (UDC), enables businesses to

Petrucci with his wife Emma’s support and is also responsible

push more of their technical services into the cloud; a growing

for the successful annual Red Sky Ball gala dinner, bringing

trend offering greater flexibility, scalability and cost savings.

their fund-raising total to an incredible £336,000 in the last

UDC, as well as all other Aspire technology services, is
supported by a 24/7 helpdesk and monitoring team.

three years. The money has bought life saving equipment
for the children’s heart unit at Newcastle’s Freeman Hospital,
Sunderland Royal and Teesside’s James Cook Hospitals.

APPOINTMENTS

One of the North East’s most
experienced business consultants
and mentors has joined the North
East Local Enterprise Partnership
(LEP) to help increase the number
of scale-up businesses in the
region.
Justin Souter, managing director of
business improvement consultancy
Souter Consulting has been
appointed growth hub connector,
to drive the rate of scaling start-ups
across the region through connecting
entrepreneurs with support
programmes.

Newcastle and Stockton based e-commerce agency, Visualsoft, has promoted Lindsey
Roberts to digital operations manager.

County Durham-based Consultive

Prior to taking up the position, she spent three years working with the email
marketing team at the company.

Solutions Limited has appointed
both a marketing and business

Before joining Visualsoft, Lindsey delivered services for brands including WWF, All
Saints, Adidas, and Domino’s Pizza Group.

development consultant and a design
consultant.
They are Lucy McPake, who
is studying for a BSc (Hons)
in Marketing and Business

Middlesbrough-based drainage and
civil engineering company, Jet Aire
Services, has appointed Robert
Stewart as quantity surveyor to

Management, running parallel to her
new role, and Peter Arkle, who has
a degree in Mechanical Engineering
with Honours from Brunel University.

support a wide range of projects and
contracts nationwide.
He brings a wealth of experience
gained through senior quantity

Newcastle’s Vida Creative has

surveyor and commercial surveyor

appointed Katie Halfyard as a

roles with a variety of companies in

content creator. The former summer

the highways, construction, drainage

intern will support director and

and civil engineering sectors.

marketing strategist Ellen Hedley on
social media and website content
and blog articles for clients in the
creative and tech sectors.
Katie is joined by graphic designer

Sunderland Software Centre-based MMC, which specialises in conducting in-depth

Daniel Robson, who has experience

market research and developing commercial marketing strategies, has taken on three

of working on global brands at

members of staff following a spate of new client wins.

agencies in London. He will create

The new recruits are Amy Armstrong, David Broderick and Dr Kirsty Laing, who will
work on a wide range of marketing projects.

brand identities, website designs and
digital and print assets.
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Chamber
members
collaborate on
office concept
project at
Cobalt Park
Mark Lane hears how Contents Design and
Newcastle Building Society have connected and
worked closely together to create an inspirational
new office environment
Contents Design
www.contentsdesign.co.uk
@contentsdesign_
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Newcastle Building Society
www.newcastle.co.uk
@NewcastleBSoc

When Newcastle Building Society was considering the logistics

understanding of both the client’s business and their character

of office design for a new project at its Cobalt Park site, the goal

as an organisation,” says Andrew. “We have therefore started

was to develop a space in which its staff could interact with

work on an initial project to get the programme underway.”

customers and which would enable it to build an even stronger
bond in local communities.
The business, the North East’s largest building society with 29

And it’s certainly a case of, so far, so good. Andrew says: “We
are still in the early stages of our project but from the outset,
Contents Design have invested the time to understand us and

branches across the North East, Cumbria and North Yorkshire,

to work with us to develop a concept that does more than just

recognised that it needed an interior design partner that could

meet the business need – it will be something that we can both

deliver something extra special.

be genuinely passionate about and will provide a unique and

Newcastle Building Society’s chief executive Andrew Haigh

positive place to work. The initial response to the brief has been

explains: “We were looking for a company with specific

very positive and it is clear that director Nigel Scorer and the

experience and knowledge in office interiors, that would go the

team at Contents Design are motivated to keep working until we

extra mile in understanding not just our business needs, but what

have a proposal that we are really happy with.”

drives us and in particular, the passion we bring to supporting

Newcastle Building Society has been present at Cobalt Park

our customers and communities and in providing a great place

for a number of years but recently took possession of the second

to work, where all our colleagues can fulfil their potential.”

wing of its building, doubling the space available and providing

It sounds a challenging brief – certainly not your bogstandard office makeover. However, when looking at prospective

substantial capacity for growth.
The project with Contents Design is to come up with design

suppliers, one name kept cropping up, and Newcastle Building

concepts for the layout and operating environment within

Society sought testimonials about Contents Design. “When

the initial floors that will be commissioned in the new wing.

speaking to clients of Contents Design, it was clear that they

Andrew adds: “We are seeking an approach that will be bespoke

had built very strong working relationships and the solutions

to the very specific services we provide, but can also be

they had delivered together were very much born out of a deep

adapted to other functions within the organisation and support

collaboration and a range of flexible
styles of working.”
Andrew also suggests that it has
been gratifying to work with a North
East-based supplier on this project.
“Supporting communities across the

“We are still in the early stages of our project
but from the outset, Contents Design have
invested the time to understand us and to
work with us to develop a concept that does
more than just meet the business need”

region is very important to us and core
to our purpose as a building society,”
he explains. “We are keen therefore,

Nigel and his team working on projects

Shields. Contents Design refurbished

where we have a choice and the right

across the UK and internationally from

an old art deco, two storey, brick

skills, quality and value are available, to

its base at Dissington Hall, in Newcastle.

building which was built in 1945 and in

work with local suppliers from across the

As is often the case with the business,

a dilapidated state before the works.

the contract with Newcastle Building

All of Formica’s European commercial

Society came about via word of mouth,

teams were relocated in a building which

I also caught up with Nigel Scorer

specifically a project Nigel and his team

was designed to celebrate the industrial

(pictured left), director with Contents

had carried out at Formica’s European

heritage of Formica and showcase all

Design. I was interested to find out that

HQ, which Contents Design completed

of Formica’s products by creating a

Contents Design was set up in 2012 and

in 2017.

living exhibit which is the interior of the

region.”
To find out more about this project,

is a team of only four designers.

Nigel says: “We met up with some of

workspace itself.

the Newcastle Building Society team at

“To be recommended by a client of

such as Newcastle Building Society

Formica and they learnt about the client

the stature of Formica is always the best

would appear to be a real coup.

journey from Formica as well as the

way to win new work, it is reassuring

design journey from ourselves.

to know that they value our services

As such, a contract with a blue chip

Asked about this, Nigel replies: “We
are proud to be a micro business, and

We then visited the Society at their

this is a real benefit to us and our clients.

offices to learn more about where they

We are able to react fast, be flexible

are at and where they are going.”

and ensure that our clients get excellent

The project to design Formica’s

enough to refer us,” says Nigel.
Nigel and his team, in close
cooperation with Newcastle Building
Society, are currently working on the

service, we are a friendly bunch and we

European HQ involved moving its

concept design stage for the interior

love what we do.”

commercial team out of Cobalt Park and

refurbishment of Cobalt, exploring

back to its main industrial site at North

options on office, meeting, collaboration

Being small in size has not stopped

and social spaces.
It’s early days, but the relationship
with Newcastle Building Society has got
off to a fantastic start, Nigel says. “We
like working with the Society as they
share the same values as us and we love
how transparent they are, the whole
team have been enjoyable to engage
with from the start.
We also think that they appreciate
the fact that we have worked hard, in
a short period of time, to understand
them, which is essential for us to have a
positive impact on what they do.”
Nigel concludes: “They are
approachable, friendly and great at
what they do. Their desire to improve
communities is real and inspirational,
they are a great example of the passion
that drives the North East.”
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EVENTS: CHAMBER ANNUAL DINNER

North East business leaders
celebrate region’s successes
North East business leaders celebrated the region’s many achievements in Durham Cathedral on September
26, and raised over £154,000 for the building’s restoration, at the Chamber’s Annual Dinner sponsored
by Gateshead College and Durham University. Guests heard keynote speaker Sir Tim Laurence, chair of
English Heritage, emphasise the importance of buildings like the cathedral. Business Durham supported the
networking and entertainment, and Heathrow Airport supported the drinks reception. Franks the Carpet
Store also helped to protect the cathedral fabric by providing carpeting throughout the nave. Fundraising on
the night was supported and match funded by Barclays and the National Lottery Heritage Fund, helping raise
such a phenomenal amount
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Investment and
technology
relationship
status: it’s
complicated
Nathan Nicholson, investment analyst at Vertem,
explores the relationship between technology and
investment
Vertem
www.vertem.co.uk
@vertemam
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Technology is home to some of the most disruptive, exciting

industry. As new technology comes to the table it often means

and highly coveted companies in the world, and as a result plays

something has to give, look at the high street currently locked in

a huge role in the investment industry.

a civil war with their online counterparts.

Technological change, disruption and development is either

Innovation takes no prisoners, and the pace of innovation

affecting the companies we invest in or how we invest. There is

continues to quicken. A small window of complacency can be

no doubt that technology has brought our industry and others

fatal for firms, look at Nokia and Blackberry for example, the

on leaps and bounds, however, at times, it has been a case of two

endless list of high-street names and more recently Thomas

steps forward, one step back.

Cook. But at times innovation is almost impossible to counter,

Black Monday was one of the first afflictions with technology.
October 19, 1987 saw global markets crash, the FTSE recorded

firms like Uber and Netflix despite much industry opposition
were simply game-changing.

its largest one day fall in history. It was a perfect storm but what
made the sell-off so severe was computer programmed trades.

So where are we today?

The sell orders executed by computers, ironically that were

Well, the tech-heavy Nasdaq sits near all-time highs despite

meant to cut losses, sold everything they could. These

almost dropping 25% at Christmas last year.

capabilities were so new, traders were oblivious to the potential
damage they could cause in such extreme events. A harsh lesson
was learned.
Technology was the prime suspect in the dot-com crash,

We’ve seen the first trillion-dollar companies in Apple and
Amazon and Mark Zuckerberg is still visiting court.
We are constantly reminded of the relationship between
tech and risk. Bitcoin being a prime example, although back

unsurprisingly. The bubble that was built on speculation and

at the $10,000 mark following a recent rally, bitcoin and

delirium that the internet could do no wrong burst in the early

cryptocurrencies’ future remains uncertain.

noughties.
The mere mention of a ‘www.’ turned investor eyes green with
rolling dollar signs. The frenzy sent basic investment principles

To conclude, criticism can be thrown at technologies, but it is
humans that are the ultimate pilots of such.
Technology exposes our biggest behavioural flaws in the

out the window and investors served a costly punishment, as our

investment world, as highlighted by the allure in the dot-com era

honeymoon period with the internet ended.

and global financial crisis in 2008. Principles can’t be overlooked

Technology unfortunately wasn’t innocent during the most

in any trade; technologies here today can be gone tomorrow.

devastating financial crisis since the great depression and

Amazon started as a bookstore but again, don’t think every firm

technological globalisation was one of the main reasons it was,

is the next Amazon. If ever there’s a reason to be disciplined with

truly global, with the butterfly effect more profound than ever

investing fundamentals it would be to remember Kylie Jenner

before. It’s quite clear technology is a double-edged sword to

once wiped over $1bn dollars from Snapchat’s market value in a

not just those directly involved in investments. Many jobs have

day after tweeting she doesn’t use the app anymore (the most

been replaced by new roles or completely lost to outdated

millennial attack of all time).
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TRADE: THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

Investments in
connectivity will pay
exporting dividends
Jack Simpson, North East England Chamber of Commerce policy adviser, on why ambitious
infrastructure projects for the region are needed to ensure we make the most of the boundless
international trade opportunities that are within our grasp

Jack Simpson
jack.simpson@neechamber.co.uk
@NEEChamberJack
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I

nternational trade is built on strong foundations, deep
personal relationships and market knowledge, committed
resources and, maybe most importantly, a developed and
effective infrastructure.
If I am trying to find light in the never-ending tunnel of
Brexit, it is that there has never been a greater focus on conducting
and growing international trade. Debate, newspapers and even
Twitter have been dominated by Customs Union, Freeports, tariffs
and trade deals. Perhaps the ease of trade with the European Union
made us complacent as trade innovators, but now trade policy is
firmly back on the table.
As we begin to look beyond the mountainous Brexit horizon, we
find ourselves in a new trading environment, and how we can best
access and unlock new opportunities, whether getting business to
market, attracting new investment or welcoming new tourists to
explore the best region in the UK.
In the previous Contact I mentioned that only around five per
cent of North East business export, despite exporting more value per
exporter than any other region. Research from Maastricht University
found that for every one per cent increase in infrastructure,
international activity rises by 0.9 per cent (0.6 per cent export, 0.3
per cent import).
While there are many short-term answers to boost exports,
opening access to markets by developing a reliable and pioneering
infrastructure system is arguably the most important ingredient to
develop long-term global prosperity.
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In partnership with Womble Bond
Dickinson, the Chamber has produced
a report recommending a range of
infrastructure polices and interventions
to not only help unlock the regions global
potential, but to better serve the economic
needs of the North East, outwards and
within.
To be a world leading economy, we
must commit to, and improve, physical
connections. Funding key road projects,
such as dualling the A1, developing the
passenger and freight capacity of the East
Coast Mainline and progressing with HS2
will improve regional links to key points of
trade, such as ports or clusters, and relieve
the strain.
Not only does a developed
infrastructure grease the wheels of
regional economic activity, it will make
the area a more desirable place to invest.
Better access to a region with lower
costs (and a better way) of living and
doing business should see a healthier
distribution of investment in this Londoncentric economy.
Ports are probably the traditional
trading image: shipping containers, cranes
and huge ships ready for the long voyage.
The North East has deep naval roots, from
Northumberland’s Admiral Collingwood,
Tyne & Wear shipbuilding, top ten
European port in Teesport and now the
UK’s first maritime hub at Port of Tyne.
But it’s time to rethink this image, some
of the best innovation is happening in
maritime technology. A hundred years
ago wooden sail ships were still used for
trade, now we’re talking about the first
unmanned ship by September 2020.
The Government’s “Maritime
2050” strategy includes the creation
of a maritime innovation hub, and we
have recommended this is based in
the North East. Already famed for our
innovation, putting the region at the
forefront of maritime innovation would
help facilitate movement of goods and

“Not only does a
developed infrastructure
grease the wheels of
regional economic
activity, it will make the
area a more desirable
place to invest. Better
access to a region with
lower costs (and a better
way) of living and doing
business should see a
healthier distribution
of investment in
this London-centric
economy”
draw in new investors, innovators and
industry to implement and service the
new technology. But trade isn’t just
about moving goods and money, its
making and building relationships. Just
last month, a delegation from Chennai,
India, was amazed at the simplicity of
visiting the North East via the Dubai
flight, and believed this to be a key asset
in facilitating the economic relationship
between the two regions.
Looking at the success of that Emirates
Dubai flight, attention is being drawn
towards the United States and China. The
USA-UK is one of the largest investment
partnerships, worth $1.3trn, and the
North East is littered with American
partners and offices. As we gear up for the
Atlanta-Washington 2020 trade mission,
a direct link to our American partners
would be pushing on an open door.
China, meanwhile, is a growing
investor, with sites like TusPark attracting
a delegation from Shenzhen, a city of 23
million people (and that’s only China’s
fourth largest city). Securing a direct route
could be timely in realising the potential
of Chinese trade, as well as unlocking

onward opportunities, such as Japan and
South East Asia. Ultimately, the easier
we can make it for investors to reach the
opportunity and form relationships, the
more we can attract, and this should be
central to trade policy.
It’s strange, but because foreign money
is being spent, tourism is global trade. Just
this year Newcastle have announced new
flights to Aberdeen, Bergen and Munich,
while newly named Teesside International
secured Majorca. Building on some of our
cultural strengths, and making it easier
for tourists to move around, will increase
regional economic activity while also
raising our global profile.
From this report, the Chamber and
Womble Bond Dickinson have committed
to work with stakeholders on improving
the tourism offer and making it easier for
visitors to visit all parts of our great region.
Yet, since the launch of the Northern
Powerhouse in 2014, infrastructure spend
per head has increased twice as much in
London compared to the North. This from
a Government that stated closing the gap
between London and the rest of the UK
was “the greatest prize in Britain today”
and has set an export target of 35 per cent
of national GDP.
I currently look with envy at the
developments of the East Asian corridor,
a five year $43bn Thai project to combine
air, naval and road infrastructure and act
as a gateway to East Asia, and at Trump’s
“trillion dollar plan” for the next ten years
including support for rural connections to
major hubs, even the French TGV which
got me from Paris to Nancy in two hours.
If we are to be a true powerhouse, we
should not shy away from developing and
delivering on ambitious infrastructure
projects for the region. Ok maybe not a
trillion dollars, but it shouldn’t be a choice
between HS2 or local routes, naval or
aviation development, it should be one
strategy to further fuel the region’s local
and global ambitions.

A DV E R T I S I N G F E AT U R E : S U N D E R L A N D C O L L E G E

Building a constructive
partnership
Together, Sunderland College and Gentoo Group are developing the region’s workforce and, importantly,
are providing career opportunities for people in the North East
Sunderland College
www.sunderlandcollege.ac.uk
@sunderlandcol
Sunderland College is one of the largest providers of post16 education in the North East and has a long-standing
history of working with Gentoo Group to develop a talented
workforce for the future. The two organisations formalised their
relationship in 2017, entering into a strategic partnership, which
is going from strength to strength, as they bridge the skills gap
across the region.
Sunderland College is committed to partnering with
employers to deliver a careers-focused curriculum and
ensuring its students benefit from industry-specific learning
opportunities. From work experience placements, industry
visits, guest lectures and live projects, students are given
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access to a host of meaningful opportunities to develop
their skills. Recently, Alex Hammond, head of learning and
organisational development at Gentoo was welcomed to
Sunderland College’s state-of-the-art £30m City Campus,

£12,500, which is £5,200 above the minimum apprentice wage.

along with two of Sunderland College’s apprentices to deliver a

Upon completion of each year of their apprenticeship, their pay

careers-focused talk to 60 Construction and Building Services

will increase by £3,000.

students.
Students were given the opportunity to learn more about

Iain added: “We have worked hand-in-hand with Gentoo
to deliver high-quality training, apprenticeship opportunities

apprenticeships and Gentoo’s recruitment process, as well as

and workforce development, as well as providing a range

hearing more about the 35 apprentices currently working for

of work experience placements for our students to improve

the housing association in areas of electrical, gas, plumbing,

employability and work-readiness skills to produce a consistent

bricklaying and roofing. They also heard from current

pipeline of work-ready talent.

Sunderland College apprentices, Tahnee Kelly and Adam
Fraser who are working for Gentoo’s Health and Safety and
Customer and Community Teams. Iain Nixon, vice principal
partnerships and commercial, at Sunderland College, said:
“We are committed to delivering a careers-focused curriculum

“I wish each and every one of the 16 apprentices the best of
luck in their new roles.”
Alex Hammond, head of learning and organisational
development at Gentoo, added:
“We are delighted to be working with Sunderland College

and providing our students with opportunities to work with

again this year as one of our strategic partners for the delivery

and learn from local employers to gain the skills necessary to

of apprenticeships. We’ve been working with the college for

prepare them to enter into their chosen industry.

over 15 years and they have a proven track record of delivering

“Gentoo is a high-quality organisation and a long-standing

excellent training and development to support our apprentices

and valued partner of the college and we share many of the

to succeed in their chosen professions.” To date, Sunderland

same values, which are reflected in our combined commitment

College has developed 157 Apprentices working in partnership

to apprenticeships – nurturing the next generation of talent and

with 97 employers including, Caterpillar, Marelli (formerly

creating future leaders.”

Calsonic Kansie), MRC Global, Prima Cheese, Smithers

Gentoo’s recent intake of 16 apprentices includes five of

Oasis,Northumbrian Fine Foods, Persimmon Homes, Esh

Sunderland College’s students, who came out on top of 1,150

Construction, Durham University, South Tyneside Council and

applicants for the vacancies. They will start on salaries of

Sunderland Home Care.

A DV E R T I S I N G F E AT U R E : G AT E S H E A D C O L L E G E

Creating a digital savvy
workforce
Gateshead College is helping businesses across all sectors get ahead of the game by building an agile, digitalsavvy workforce for the future. Chris Toon, deputy principal of the college, explains why the organisation
is embracing digital tech in all areas of its curriculum – and why digital literacy is essential for a successful
economy…

“Digital tech cuts across every single industry and, put simply,

greater understanding of how agile working can create ways

companies can’t get by without embracing it, applying and

of improving the learning and working environments. More

integrating it into their business and taking advantage of new

than 100 staff and students at the college took part in the six-

technologies that come on stream.

month pilot, which explored various ways of using technology

“That was a key message at the recent launch of the North

reduce existing paper trails and cut down on unnecessary

aims to bring together businesses, education providers and

travel to improve the environment.

digital networks to find new ways of getting the most out of
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to increase flexible working, make best use of available space,

East Local Enterprise Partnership’s (LEP) digital strategy, which

“Not only has this been a great way of developing our

opportunities for growth and investment. To achieve this, our

teachers and future leaders, it’s influencing the content

region needs an agile, adaptable workforce that’s fit for the

of our leadership and management courses, which have

future, one that can grasp these opportunities at home and

benefited staff from Virgin Money and other local firms.

abroad.

We’re encouraging them to look at key issues, such as how

“At Gateshead College, we get this. We know that education

to motivate employees who work remotely or how to have

isn’t just for young people. That’s why we’re working with the

productive meetings with an off-site workforce by using

LEP, businesses and digital communities to identify the digital

innovative technologies.

skills companies need now, anticipate what skills they’ll need

“In partnership with University of Sunderland and County
Durham and Darlington Fire & Rescue Service, we’re
also developing a bespoke leadership and management
apprenticeship that identifies what issues each company has,
what support they need to increase the digital literacy of their
workforce, and how they can help employees use technology
to further their personal and social development.
“Essentially, we’re getting them to challenge long-held
assumptions – that you’re only productive if you’re based in the
office. We’ve even put this to the test by getting some of our
students to log into lessons remotely; there was no drop-off in
output from those that did. We’re constantly looking at how
we can help employers become more productive and achieve
a better work-life balance for their staff – and building an agile
workforce is essential for this to happen.
“In the next five years there won’t be a single role available
that won’t have an element of digital in it - whether they’re
a widget-maker in a small manufacturing firm, a promising
athlete or a healthcare professional working for an established
public sector organisation – a point widely recognised at the

five years down the line and build a workforce to suit. We’re
educating firms to think differently; long gone are the days
where UK employees work 9 to 5.
“This is why we have piloted our own programme to gain a

LEP’s digital strategy launch.
“We’re making great strides in this area, introducing digital
tech across all elements of our curriculum so students get the
skills they need for a successful career and employers get the

skills they need to grow, develop and
compete.
“We do things differently. Take
our partnership with the emerging
technology centre, PROTO, which, as
you’d imagine, provides our digital tech
students with a fantastic opportunity
to learn from leading organisations
in the industry and work with new
technology as it emerges. However,
it’s not just these students who are
reaping the rewards from our unique
partnership, all areas of the curriculum
have the opportunity to use the cutting
edge technology for example sport and
dance students are using it to explore
the dynamics of movement and speed.
“We’re also introducing VR and AR
kit into our classrooms to add an extra
dimension to the learning experience
for our students. For instance, our early
years students are using their mobile
phones and a VR app to monitor the
growth of a foetus. Through the use of
this technology we’re finding they are
really engaged with the subject and will
retain the information due to the visual
nature of the experience.
“Our focus and use of digital skills
Pictured: Chris Toon, deputy principal of Gateshead College

is only set to grow as new technology
emerges and our challenge as a college
is to stay ahead of the game so that our
students, apprentices and the business
we work with are primed and ready to
embrace and make the most of these
opportunities.”
To find out more about Gateshead
College and the courses on offer, visit:
www.gateshead.ac.uk/employer
Gateshead College
www.gateshead.ac.uk
@gatesheadcoll
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From North
East to Middle
East: Emirates
connecting the
region with
the land of
opportunity
Chamber member Emirates has been connecting
the region and its businesses to the wider world for
more than a decade, with a strong presence and
daily services from Newcastle International Airport.
Contact finds out more from the airline’s district
sales manager, Julie Bailey
30
Emirates
www.emirates.com
@emirates

Newcastle International Airport has become an important
element in Emirates’ UK operations, which opened with the
launch of its Dubai-London Gatwick flights more than 30 years

Newcastle International Airport
www.newcastleairport.com
@NCLairport

ago.
The world’s largest international airline now operates 130
non-stop flights every week from the UK to Dubai. This includes
six services a day from London Heathrow, three from London
Gatwick and Manchester, two from Birmingham, London
Stansted and Glasgow, a daily service from Newcastle and a five
times weekly service from Edinburgh.
Emirates has been operating in Newcastle since 2007 and in
2018 it celebrated its two millionth passenger associated with
the airport. The most popular onward destinations from Dubai
for Newcastle Business Class passengers include Bangkok,
Sydney, Perth and Melbourne.
Emirates district sales manager Julie Bailey (pictured above)
says: “Newcastle International Airport has become an important
gateway for both business and leisure travellers in the North
East and it plays a vital role in the growth of the local economy.
The key to the success of Emirates is that it connects the North
East to Dubai, and then on to a host of destinations worldwide
– facilitating exports from UK businesses to the Middle East and
beyond.
“Emirates takes great pride in the role it plays in the region,
for businesses and tourists alike. The gateway was hailed a game
changer for the North East upon its arrival in 2007 – given its
strategic position in the heart of the Northern Powerhouse – and

we are excited about what the future holds as it continues to go
from strength to strength.’’
She says that Emirates’ presence in Newcastle offers a
gateway to growth for the local economy.
“Transporting your cargo through our state-of-the-art, multiairport hub in Dubai helps people and businesses from the North
East make the very most of overseas trade opportunities.’’
She adds: “Emirates running flights seven days a week from

“Emirates running flights seven
days a week from Newcastle
was a trailblazing move from a
Middle East carrier. It’s a very
successful route for us and we
see a good mix of corporate and
leisure travellers”
Newcastle was a trailblazing move from a Middle East carrier.
It’s a very successful route for us and we see a good mix of
corporate and leisure travellers.”
In 1985 Emirates launched its airfreight division SkyCargo,
which has grown to become one of the largest international
cargo airlines in the world. It connects the world’s supply chains
across 158 destinations in 85 countries and it now has a fleet of
268, of which 12 are dedicated freighters.
“Our ongoing commitment to innovation has allowed us
to continuously increase our cargo capacity and develop
specialised products that meet the growing needs of our
customers,’’ says Julie.
Emirates has sponsored Durham County Cricket Club since
2010 and in 2016 it signed a new seven-year partnership with
the club which saw Durham’s Riverside Stadium renamed
Emirates Riverside.
“We are honoured to be associated with one of the best
clubs in the country and a fantastic stadium which is recognised
around the globe for its world class facilities,’’ she says.
“The Durham Dynamos, who play at Emirates Riverside, are
one of the leading teams in the Twenty20 format of the game,
which has seen a massive growth in popularity in the UK over
recent years. Our association provides Emirates with a platform
to engage cricket fans across the UK and especially in the North
East of England.’’
Earlier this year, Emirates triumphed at the Business Traveller
Middle East Awards, taking home five awards including Best
Airline in the Word, Best First Class and Best Airport Lounge in
the Middle East.

Julie Bailey on her airline industry
career and working for Emirates
District sales manager Julie Bailey started her career
in airline sales at British Airways (BA) in 1988 as a
reservations trainee and did her basic training before
progressing to a supervisor role. She worked on staff
travel and account management and eventually in 1994
was made corporate account manager at BA, a role she
had long-coveted.
“I was managing the relationship between BA and
corporates such as Astra Zeneca and HIT. That was
my first proper role on the road from a sales point of
view,’’ she recalls. “I was then promoted to key account
manager with responsibility for My Travel (leisure sales)
then regional sales manager looking after everything
regionally for non-London, including Southampton,
Bristol, Birmingham and Manchester.’’
She left BA in 2006 to look after her young family, but
after 18 months, wanted to get back to work.
She says: “I was immediately drawn back to the airline
industry. Jobs like the one I left at BA are not easy
to come by, but I saw a regional sales manager job
advertised with Emirates and it couldn’t have worked
out better. Based out of Emirates’ Wilmslow, Manchester
office I was responsible for the sales team in areas
including Manchester, Birmingham and Newcastle.”
We asked Julie what she liked most about working for
Emirates. She replies: “I feel that the reason I am still so
happy to be here after 12 years is because we have got
a really good team and we are very fortunate in the fact
that most of the sales execs and support team working
in the regions are very experienced, and have worked
together for a long time. Most of us have clocked up
quite a few years working for Emirates, giving that
continuity to clients works so well from a business
relationship point of view. To me, it’s a combination of a
fantastic team and a fantastic brand that makes Emirates
such a tremendous airline to work for.”
On Emirates’ relationship with the North East England
Chamber of Commerce, Julie says: “Some of my
colleagues have long established relationships with the
chamber and I recently had the pleasure of attending
the chamber’s Annual Dinner at Durham Cathedral. We
work closely with the chamber on a number of different
initiatives, and, as a member, they help to identify new
business, particularly on the import and export side.
They stage some great networking events which are
very valuable to our team in making new contacts.
“What I found really heart-warming at the dinner that I
went to was the fact that our relationships are multi-level
with Chamber staff. We have developed friendly and
fruitful relations, whether with the marketing people or
the directors, everybody knew who we were; that makes
a big difference.
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These awards are the latest in a series of accolades won by
the airline, which was also successful at the 2019 TripAdvisor
Travellers’ Choice awards for Airlines, where it won four awards
including: Best First Class in the world, Best Regional Business
Class Middle East, Best First Class Middle East; and overall
Travellers’ Choice Major Airline honour for the Middle East.
“This string of success demonstrates our exceptional service
and customer experience to business travellers in the North
East, across the UK and the rest of the world,’’ says Julie. “We
continue to raise the bar on global travel, with pioneering
inflight entertainment and outstanding comfort, ensuring
that our business travellers get a better and more enjoyable
experience every time.’’

Emirates: An asset for the region’s
exporters
•E
 mirates transports the majority of the £310m worth of
annual exports out of Newcastle International Airport.
•B
 efore Emirates arrived in the region, flown exports
stood at less than £20m.
• In Emirates’ first 10 years at Newcastle International
Airport, more than 28,000 tonnes of cargo have been
shipped in and out of the region.
•T
 he cargo has consisted of a range of high value,
time sensitive and speciality goods – including luxury
vehicles, automotive engine parts, pharmaceuticals,
food, textiles, electronic and works of art into and out
of the UK.

The airline’s frequent flyer programme Emirates Skywards
offers four tiers of membership – blue, silver, gold and platinum
– that each provide exclusive privileges, benefits and services.
Emirates Skywards members earn Skywards Miles when they fly
on Emirates, flydubai or partner airlines, or when they use the

same flight if they’re an Emirates Skywards member.
Julie concludes: “We are committed to continuing investment

programme’s designated hotels, car rentals, financial, leisure

in the North East of England, helping local companies to do

and lifestyle partners. These Skywards Miles can be redeemed

business around the world and offering passengers the very best

for a range of rewards, including tickets on Emirates or flydubai

travel experience. We are proud to provide greater connectivity

plus Emirates Skywards partner airlines, hotel accommodation,

and more convenience for leisure and business passengers

excursions and exclusive shopping.

from the wider Newcastle area to destinations across Emirates’

Also, if a business is signed up to Emirates Business Rewards

global network via Dubai. We continually review and evaluate

– its corporate loyalty programme – the organisation will earn

new opportunities to ensure we can connect businesses to

points for flight redemptions. This links into the wider Skywards

global trade, whilst providing memorable travel experiences for

programme, as individuals will also earn Skywards Miles on the

passengers on board our fleet of iconic A380s and 777s.’’

Chamber event on
trading with Dubai

Julie Bailey with David Steven, senior sales executive at Emirates

The North East England Chamber
of Commerce recently staged
a member event on trade
opportunities in the Middle East at
the Newcastle Eagles Basketball
Arena in Newcastle, with support
from Emirates.
The full-day event was organised
in partnership with the Department
for International Trade, and included
an introduction to Dubai EXPO
2020. It aimed to help North East
businesses interested in the trade
show to prepare and make the most
of the opportunity.
Attendees learned more about
the Middle East as a developing
and dynamic hub for businesses.
They heard about the region’s
growing population coupled with
substantial government efforts
to encourage activities outside of
oil and gas industry. The region is
growing in areas such as finance,
education, health, manufacturing,
technology, and infrastructure, just
to name a few, representing some
great opportunities for North East
businesses.
Tracy Chandler, the Emirates
senior sales executive North East
who represented the airline at the
event, says: “There were around
100 businesses in attendance on
the day and this provided us with a
great opportunity to network and
present the opportunities our loyalty
schemes offer to businesses.
“Emirates ran a couple of
promotions and a competition. The
promotions being the EBT bonus
points incentive for new members, a
Silver card boost for a new Business
Class bookings, and the competition
was an opportunity for four
businesses to join us on a behind
the scenes tour of our aircraft and
operations at Newcastle Airport.
We received super feedback, and all
who provided their contact details
were contacted by me post event
with details of the promotions.”
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Newcastle College and
digital powerhouse partner
to accelerate the region’s
digital sector
A brand-new accelerated degree apprenticeship
has been launched in the North East, developed to
support the region’s digital sector
Newcastle College
www.ncl-coll.ac.uk
@NCLCollege
Newcastle College University Centre and digital powerhouse
Accenture have worked in partnership to develop the Digital
and Technology Solutions Degree Apprenticeship, a unique
fast-track programme.
While the University Centre has been delivering a traditional
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three-year digital degree for a number of years, the new course
will see apprentices become fully qualified in just two years,
rather than the traditional three.
The first of its kind in the UK, the programme was developed
with Accenture and the input of other key digital employers
from across the region. Principal of Newcastle College
University Centre, Tony Lewin explained: “We work closely with
employers across industries and this degree apprenticeship is a
great example of why those relationships are vital.
“It is through those relationships that we were able to
recognise that the digital sector is in need of an effective way
to recruit employees who are ready to work and contribute
quickly.
“Though our graduates have been gaining all of the right
technical knowledge and skills, we have been able to find a way
to speed that process up.
“It is going to help employers but we’re also offering our

It adds to Newcastle College University Centre’s wideranging apprenticeship and degree delivery and although it
has been in development for a number of months, it comes

learners the chance to qualify quicker, reach their career goals

at a key time for the region, following the launch of the North

faster and benefit from employment in the sector alongside

East Local Enterprise Partnership’s (NE LEP’s) Digital Growth

their studies.

Strategy.

“This apprenticeship is a direct response to the digital sector

Building on its broader goals to create more and better

telling us what their challenges are and Newcastle College

jobs for the region by 2024, the NE LEP is now looking to

University Centre finding a solution to it.”

grow the digital sector and improve the digital capabilities of

The first apprenticeship cohort is planned to start in

businesses across all sectors. Critically for Newcastle College

February and over two years will see apprentices learn a

University Centre, one of the main ways it sets out to do this

broad base of digital skills and fundamental programming

is to address the digital skills gap and look to build a digitally

competencies, whilst offering additional specialisms including

skilled workforce.

cyber security, data analysis, software engineering or network
engineering.

Tony continues: “The Digital Growth Strategy talks about
bringing together partners from across the region, including

educators and employers and that
captures the essence of what we do
here.
“We work with employers to develop
programmes which are aligned to
the growth plans for the region. They
address industry needs and create a
pipeline of skills which can enable that
growth.
“As a skills provider, our priority
is always to support our learners on
a journey into employment. So in the
current climate of political uncertainty

graduates into employment whilst

and high unemployment rates, we

tackling skills gaps in the North East.

understand the importance of driving

It’s Stay and Succeed project

central to everything we do.
“Creating courses in collaboration
with business to ensure we are actually

economic growth for our region and the

launched in September and aims to

meeting their recruitment needs is

opportunities and benefits it will bring.

close the gap in both the digital and

obviously beneficial to them. It helps

advanced manufacturing sectors by

our students become more employable,

Solutions Degree Apprenticeship

supporting a number of 12 month paid

offers routes into those businesses and

definitely supports the vision for the

internships for its graduates. Over the

when those businesses are doing well,

region, to make a career in digital an

course of three years, the University

that’s what will drive growth for the

accessible route for more people, while

Centre will contribute up to 50% of

area.

meeting the evolving needs of digital

paid salaries for its own graduates on

employers.”

internships in local businesses within

was developed in response to local

those sectors.

and regional demand from industry for

“The Digital and Technology

The University Centre is not only
working to improve routes to careers

The initiative has been awarded

“Newcastle College University Centre

skilled graduates and I think that some

in digital, but its relationships with

£280,000 of funding from the Office for

of the courses and apprenticeships

employers are also helping to digitalise

Students (OfS), as part of a scheme to

we have created in partnership with

education across sectors. Earlier this

help keep graduate talent in home cities

industry, particularly in the energy and

year, its relationship with the Offshore

and address regional skills gaps. The bid

digital sectors are great examples of

Renewable Energy (ORE) Catapult

for funding was backed by a number of

how we are meeting those demands.”

came to fruition as the world’s most

key businesses in the region, including

advanced immersive Hybrid Reality

Dynamo, Digital Catapult, Make UK and

(iHR) training system for the wind

the North East Automotive Alliance.

industry was installed at Newcastle
College’s Energy Academy.
The system is a unique tool which

“This project and funding allows us to
support two priority areas of growth for
the North East by ensuring our students

provides a safe training environment

have the right skills, but also that they

for wind turbine engineers and with

are given the opportunity to use those

the digitalisation of skills training for

skills here in their home region,” says

the energy sector, it not only puts

Tony.

Newcastle College at the forefront of

“It will not only help our graduates,

energy education, but supports two key

but by working collaboratively with

growth areas for the region and won

employers in those areas, we can

the Energy Academy an Educate North

also continue to develop our degree

Award for collaboration with business.

programmes to address their skill

Now, alongside the launch of

needs. It is by far the most effective

the digital degree apprenticeship,

way to develop education which meets

Newcastle College University Centre

the needs of the region and that’s why

is looking to support its recent digital

relationships with employers are so

Join Newcastle College, the North
East Local Enterprise Partnership
and Digital Union for a FREE
breakfast event on Thursday 5
December, to hear how a forwardthinking, adaptive and responsive
digital education system can
support the priorities of the Digital
for Growth Strategy.
This event is for businesses across a
range of sectors who are looking to
futureproof their workforce through
effective digital enablement and
will showcase real examples and
case studies of how education can
be the solution to this.
Register to attend at: www.
newcastlecollege.co.uk/digital-NE
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TRADE: ADVICE

Why our region is a great place
for new investment
The North East is thriving, as an area already established in exporting goods, and is the ideal place to set up
or expand a business, says Charlie Nettle, head of commercial and marketing, AV Dawson
AV Dawson
www.av-dawson.com
@AVDawson
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Did you know that 95 per cent of the goods the UK trades with

the former SSI steel mill, is the largest development site in

overseas markets come through its ports, leaving only five per

Europe currently – it’s exciting to see how the area and the

cent transported by air? However, What may surprise you further

wider supply chain evolves to support the new industries that

is that more is exported through the River Tees (by Tonnage)

come to base themselves there. We’re already seeing major

than any other river in England.

private investment in the region, examples include global giant

As a region, the North East is remarkably modest about its

Hitachi which is now making trains in the region and Sirius

achievements. As the only region in the UK that consistently

Minerals, along with the business expanding their operations,

exports more than it imports, it therefore makes a strong

with ICL Boulby recently announcing the application to extend

contribution to the UK having a positive balance of trade

its operations for another 25 years.

as opposed to being overly-reliant on what we import from
overseas.
Our strong export position, the strength of our SME

The region is also leading the way in new energy industries,
including offshore wind, battery power, hydrogen and other
carbon reduction technologies but also energy from waste,

community in the region and the kudos of our ‘Made in Great

including biomass, plastic and food. The UK’s two largest

Britain’ brand, I’d like to see more of our region’s businesses

anaerobic digestion plants, which turn food waste into methane

achieving greater growth and success as a result of consciously

gas to make electricity, are located in the region (one of which is

choosing to expand their business into overseas markets.

a tenant on our site).

You can’t even say the North East is a bad place to do

The North East ports, including independent terminals such as

business, not only does it have excellent access to port facilities,

AV Dawson, are well positioned to support, providing an efficient

it has convenient road transport links and direct rail access

gateway to overseas trade, particularly with Europe. SMEs in

to the East Coast Mainline. The region’s air infrastructure

the region have the opportunity to use the ports themselves

is improving, especially with a reinvigorated strategy and
expansion plan for Teesside International Airport. It’s not just
infrastructure that sets this region apart, you soon come to
realise the other benefits of working in the area; the space and
freedom, the people, culture and community, the sheer beauty
of the landscape, value for money and the buzz and excitement
of a region that’s reinventing itself to create a successful future
of growth and prosperity.
As an independent freight terminal and port, located on the
edge of the River Tees, at AV Dawson, we help UK and overseas
customers move heavy freight in and out of the UK, through

“The region is also leading the
way in new energy industries,
including offshore wind, battery
power, hydrogen and other carbon
reduction technologies but also
energy from waste, including
biomass, plastic and food”

Teesside. We load and unload vessels on our quayside for a
whole range of imported and exported products including
aggregates, fertilisers, grain, woodchip for biomass power

to access overseas markets. Also, all of these developments in

stations, cable for subsea and offshore wind and steel.

the region represent an immense opportunity for our SMEs to

The North East and particularly Teesside is where the

be part of the wider supply chain of these new and growing

opportunities are at the minute. We were the first region to

industries that come through, or locate themselves within the

secure a Mayor outside of London, and he’s certainly making

region.

sure people in the UK and overseas know of Teesside and

With all the developments over recent years and the new

its capabilities. He’s also secured the future of Teesside

industries that we’re supporting, the region is showing great

International Airport and put us at the front of the queue for any

promise. I’m confident that as a region of positive, can-do

potential freeport opportunities that may come from Brexit.

people, we’ll come together to be what we need to be and do

The South Tees Development Corporation site, which includes

what we have to do to make a successful future.
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A DV E R T I S I N G F E AT U R E : S I E M E N S

Digitalisation helps Moyle
converter station achieve world
class performance
Since 2002, the Moyle converter station in Northern
Ireland has been connecting energy supplies
across Europe. With the help of the Siemens team
in Hebburn, who are responsible for servicing the
station, they are now harnessing advancements in
technology and digitalisation to help the converter
become more competitive in the market and
achieve world class performance

digitalisation and remote diagnostics like MindSphere are
being used to successfully help the business identify problems
early on, thus reducing frequency of faults and call outs. This
provides greater efficiencies and cost reduction overall and
by analysing data, Siemens has also been able to improve and
tailor the services provided too.
New technology is also being considered as part of the
commissioning for a new control system for the interconnector.
The upgrade will provide an opportunity to build extra

Siemens
www.siemens.co.uk
@SiemensUKNews

functionality into the platform such as enhanced cyber defence
features. This is a key priority given the increasing rise in cyber
risk for asset owners.
Carl added:
“With increased penalties for loss of performance on the rise
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As one of the first HVDC interconnectors built in the world by

in the industry, functionality and subsequently the use of digital

Siemens, Moyle remains a flagship project despite being nearly

technologies, has never been more critical. We have come a

two decades old. The connector which links the electricity

long way but there is still more to do. We are always looking

grids of Northern Ireland and Scotland through submarine

towards the future, with evolving operational requirements for

cables that run between converter stations at Ballycronan More

example driving our introduction of Digital Twin technologies.

in County Antrim and Auchencrosh in Ayrshire has capacity

This will add value in allowing changes to be simulated in

of 500MW and plays a critical role in enhancing security of

offline environments and potential problems identified before

supply.

applying to live systems.”

With responsibility for maintaining the converter station
since 2002, Siemens has forged close working relationships
with owners Mutual Energy over the years. Team work, a sense
of collective ownership and technical capability has seen Moyle
achieve availability in excess of 99.8 per cent, higher than any
other converter station in the world.
Carl Thompson, Head of Asset Lifecycle Service at Siemens
said:
“The success of the project is due to technical proficiency,
but also comes down to attitude and commitment. We are
a flexible team that always finds a way to solve a problem or
find a solution, working with Mutual Energy’s top priorities
around safety, zero harm goals and availability. We are also
increasingly thinking outside the box to further improve
performance, bringing forward new ideas and harnessing
digital technology including our new cloud-based platform
MindSphere, a powerful operating system with data analytics to
help customers evaluate data and optimise assets.”
A key challenge for the business resides in the ageing of
assets with transformers, switchgear and control systems
coming close to 20 years old. However, an increased use of

A DV E R T I S I N G F E AT U R E : N E WC A S T L E U N I V E R S I T Y

Lowering barriers to innovation
using Cyber-Physical Systems
The sci-fi and cyberpunk genres are full of examples in which the digital and physical worlds intertwine.
Often these worlds collide with catastrophic impacts for the human race: Skynet giving rise to the Terminators,
Keanu Reeves’ fight against The Matrix, and the 80s classic War Games when the WOPR – War Operation
Plan Response – computer was entrusted to manage military action
Newcastle University
www.ncl.ac.uk
@UniofNewcastle

Skynet, The Matrix and WOPR are all examples of Cyber-Physical
Systems. Cyber-Physical Systems are not to be confused with
Internet of Things: Cyber-Physical Systems don’t just trade data
using the Internet of Things – they can alter the physical world
through feedback, action and control.
Fortunately, the reality of Cyber-Physical Systems is far less
threatening and largely more constructive than Hollywood’s late
20th Century predictions. Digital technology combined with
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advances in data, sensors, actuators and vehicles is changing the
way products and services are designed and produced.
Together they offer improved manufacturing efficiency,
reduced down time caused by unanticipated failures, faster faultfinding and resolution, and near-real time reaction to changes in
the operating environment.
Photography credit: John Donoghue

As industry takes advantage of increasing digitisation, a new
scheme will provide a one stop shop for SMEs wanting to take

The HUBCAP scheme has two foci:

advantage of the Cyber-Physical System revolution.

•the development of applications for digitally enabled

HUBCAP is a network of Digital Innovation Hubs working in
Cyber-Physical Systems in seven countries: Denmark, Germany,
Austria, Italy, Sweden, Romania and the UK. Each hub is deeply

sustainable urban systems
• support

for model-based Cyber-Physical System design by
collaborative modelling and co-simulation

embedded in its regional digital innovation ecosystem, and
offers specialist expertise, experimental capabilities, and focused
application domain knowledge.
HUBCAP UK is hosted at Newcastle University. It’s a

It will help companies become more competitive by improving
their processes, products and services by means of digital
technology. It will also ensure that as the benefits of Cyber-

collaboration between Computer Scientists working on a shared

Physical Systems are unlocked, they are secure, ethical and safe

programme of research, engagement, innovation and technology

to use.

transfer on digitally enabled urban systems.
Based in the University’s School of Computing, the cluster

Professor John Fitzgerald, leader of the UK Hub said: “We’re
really excited about HUBCAP because it’s primarily about

combines Cyber-Physical Systems laboratory space, the National

innovation and tech transfer. The great team that we’re pulling

Innovation Centre for Data, the National Centre for Energy

together will give businesses, especially SMEs, access to expertise,

Systems Integration, the National Green Infrastructure Facility

online test beds, and funding for experimental applications.

and a “Decision Theatre” for exploring human decision-making

We want to lower barriers to innovation using Cyber-Physical

and interaction with large and complex data sets. The Urban

Systems.”

Observatory, the University’s scheme that curates more than a

HUBCAP will start in January 2020.

billion environmental data points from across the region is also an

For more information, please contact

important component of the work.

John.Fitzgerald@ncl.ac.uk or Kenneth.Pierce@ncl.ac.uk

KNOWLEDGE: THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

How building a personal
brand helps your employer
and your career
Arlen Pettitt, North East England Chamber of Commerce knowledge development manager, offers
sage advice on the main factors you should be thinking about when building a personal brand and
your approach to connecting with people
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Arlen Pettitt
arlen.pettitt@neechamber.co.uk
@NEEChamberArlen

W

hen we think of a brand, we think of
logos, colour schemes and typefaces.
The kind that leap at us from billboards
and bus stops, and follow us around the
internet reminding us of the things we left
unbought in our Amazon baskets.
These brands are carefully crafted by professionals after months
of research – focus groups, customer experience surveys and
huddles with senior leadership teams – and extensively and very
deliberately deployed to influence customers and clients.
Brands aim to convey a set of values, a sense of quality and create
an emotional connection. They establish a tone of voice and a set of
principle messages.
The best brands don’t even need words to do that. Some have an
incredibly strong link with colour – think Coca-Cola’s red, Easyjet’s
orange, or Google’s whole colour palette – or sounds, like Asda’s
pocket full of change or McDonald’s ‘loving it’ jingle.
That’s how it works for organisations, but individuals have
brands too.
Personal brands serve exactly the same purpose as organisational
ones. They convey who you are and what you’re about, what your
values are and what you care about, get across your voice and create
or cement some level of emotional connection to you.
And that isn’t just true of sole traders and independent
consultants.
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With our modern blurred divide
between work and home life, who we
are is increasingly connected with what
we do and how we present ourselves is
increasingly influential when it comes
to opening (and closing) the doors of
opportunity.
How we do this in person – in the
office, in meetings, when out networking
– is only one part of this, how we connect
and reinforce that to our digital self is just
as important. It’s often the first thing we
do when we get back to the office having
met someone new; Google them and see
what they are like on Twitter, add them on
LinkedIn, read any recent blogs.
It’s also now commonplace for
employers to check the social media
accounts of potential new recruits.
In a survey of 1,000 hiring managers,
US-based HR specialists CareerBuilder
found that 70 per cent checked the social
media profiles of potential employees, and
two-thirds ‘Googled’ candidates before
inviting them for an interview.
Concerningly for the over-sharers
amongst us, more than half had found
content which led them to decide against
hiring someone.
All of which means it’s impossible to
ignore the digital as well as the physical
when it comes to personal brand and the
way you connect with people.
It’s no use being one person on one
platform, a second one on another and
third when you meet face-to-face – the
consistency of message which is so
important for organisational brands is just
as important for personal brands.
So, if that’s the case, what should you be
thinking about?
Number one on the list is authenticity.
This might feel a little counterintuitive
– after all, if you’re crafting a personal
brand, there’s a degree of creative license
involved – but it’s vital to root it in a place
of genuine interest.
It’s all too easy to fall into the trap of
adopting the corporate line of wherever

“With our modern
blurred divide between
work and home life, who
we are is increasingly
connected with what we
do and how we present
ourselves is increasingly
influential when it
comes to opening (and
closing) the doors of
opportunity”

you work and to lose your own voice in
doing so.
There’s no doubt it’s difficult to strike
the balance between having a professional
tone and incorporating enough of yourself
to be authentic.
Nonetheless, the benefits are there if
you do. It’s an old adage, but an accurate
one, that people buy from people.
There’s nothing more likely to set hearts
aflutter in marketing circles than a brand
behaving like a human on social media.
So, why would you short-change your
own potential impact as a human by
behaving like a brand?
After authenticity, there’s usefulness.
That comes in three parts – useful for
those you’re connected to, useful to your
employer, and useful to yourself.
The best content, and the best form of
personal brand will be all three – you’ll be
a source of information and introductions
to your connections, a source of leads and
productive interaction to your employer,
and you’ll also be raising your own profile
which enables you to further your career.
What do personal brands mean for
businesses?
There can be a legitimate anxiety among
corporate marketing managers at the
prospect of their employees being online

and off the leash, but there are benefits
for them too. The high profile brand trust
research carried out annually by Edelman
often points to the expectation consumers
have that their favourite brands will
behave ethically and be leaders on social
issues.
The Dentsu Aegis Network, whose
North East base is in Newcastle, also
recently published research which found
that 84 per cent of consumers feel it is
important for them to trust the brands
they use.
The best advocates for a business, and
those best placed for building trust and
connecting to social issues, are the team.
Potential clients and customers are
likely to respond well to seeing a team
trusted to be themselves and bring
themselves to social media, and indeed to
face-to-face networking.
From the individual perspective,
speaking about things which interest you
– even where these aren’t directly linked to
your job role – helps to round you out as a
personal brand.
It rounds out your organisation too
– a business will never be perceived as a
company full of automatons if the team are
out there developing and embracing their
personal brands.
When designing their brand, an
organisation will think about their
audience, about the communication
channels they’re using and what they want
to achieve.
For your personal brand you should
be asking yourself similar questions –
who are you trying to speak to? Are you
coming across genuinely on Twitter,
LinkedIn, your blog and in person? Do
you have a clear sense of where you are
heading?
Maintain a focus on those elements,
while reacting honestly and humanly to
what’s in front of you – whether online
or in person – will set you in good stead
for building your personal brand to the
benefit of your employer and your career.
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“I never had a
grand career
plan”: ExChamber
president’s
path to a high
regional profile

Not only that, he has also been a key influencer and observer
– in and out of the Chamber – of some important events in
the region’s recent history. In the process, this year he broke a
cardinal PR rule and became the story himself, when he fought
an election to be mayor of the new North of Tyne Combined
Authority.
But, his first job was with Northumbrian Water, which he
joined in 1989 as an apprentice. This involved working in various
departments, the second being PR.
He recalls: “I had no idea what PR was on the day I started,
but I loved it. I stayed for five years and it was a great
experience.”
The work was largely in-house communications with some
media relations and stakeholder engagement. After five years, to

Mark Lane met with Gateshead College chairman
and Fusion PR owner John McCabe to discuss his
long association with public relations, his time as
Chamber president and his recent shot at becoming
mayor of the North of Tyne Combined Authority
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Fusion PR
www.fusionprcreative.com
@John_FusionPR
Gateshead College
www.gateshead.ac.uk
@gatesheadcoll

broaden his experience, he joined the PR team of Robson Brown
in Newcastle, then the fifth largest full-service agency outside of
London, where he worked from 1994 to 1999.
“It was a good time to be doing that sort of work in the region
and there was probably no better place to do it than Robson
Brown,’’ he says. “I left Robson Brown after five really good and
enjoyable years.
I wanted to go back in-house, so I joined Transco, which was
then the gas emergency service. I’d already worked in one utility,
so it seemed an obvious fit to go and work in another.
“That was much more media relations and a lot of crisis
management. You could get called in the middle of the night
to be told there had been a serious health and safety incident
somewhere, or that a town had lost its gas supply.”

Former North East England Chamber of Commerce president

From there, he went to Newcastle Building Society, at a time

John McCabe (pictured below centre) has spent his working life

when building societies were being targeted for acquisition by

in public relations and has seen first-hand the radical changes in

larger societies and banks and he was appointed to frame a

his industry since he started out.

written defence strategy should it be required – it wasn’t.
Then, in 2002, John moved to the Alcan Lynemouth
aluminium smelter in the newly-created role of corporate affairs
director, at a time when the plant’s future looked far from secure.
“Long before working for Alcan, I’d read in the papers that
there was a threat to the local coal industry which in turn was a
threat to Alcan, but then it turned, so that the coal industry in
Northumberland almost became dependent on Alcan. When I
took the job, my friends were telling me, `we’ve heard that place
is going to close in 18 months’. Even when I got there, people
were saying, `you do realise we’re closing in 2004?’.”
His most important role was to make the case to government
to give the plant a legislative and regulatory framework that
would allow it to continue operating. With British government
support, and after a hearing at the European Court of Justice,
the plant gained an exemption from some EU regulations, but
when the Anglo-Australian mining company Rio Tinto acquired
Alcan in 2007, the writing was on the wall.

“Pretty quickly it became apparent that, not just Lynemouth,
but that all the UK operations didn’t fit with their portfolio, they
were too small and were too high cost. Rio Tinto launched a
strategic review, which basically meant that they looked at every
aspect of the business to decide whether they could keep it
within the business. If we couldn’t keep it, we sell it and, if we
can’t sell it, how and when do we close it?”
Owing to the relationship John had forged with the
government through his work on the legislative threat, Rio Tinto
appointed him to work on that strategic review team, the most
senior member of the Lynemouth team involved.
He recalls: “If you just looked at the numbers, they didn’t stack
up to a sound sustainable business case going forward. So, once
we got past the inevitable ‘can we keep it?’ stage we were on to
‘can we sell it?’. There are parts of it that we can sell, so let’s try
and do that and keep as many jobs going as we can, but when
we got to how and when do we close it, my focus shifted from
doing the best I could to keep it open to doing the best I could
to ensure that Rio Tinto closed it in the right way: the right way
for the people, the right way for the community, the right way
for supply chains. It wasn’t something that anybody would have
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chosen, but I think, by and large, they did it the right way.”
He adds: “It was valuable experience: that exposure to how
big corporates make those decisions and what influences
those decisions and what influences come into play and the
importance of doing it the right way. I would like to think that
I played a significant part in ensuring that we did it in the right
way and that we looked after people in those circumstances as
best we possibly could.”
John was eventually made redundant in 2013, but continued
to do some work for the plant on a consultancy basis.
He says: “That allowed me to do some other bits of
consultancy work and I planned to do that for the 12 months,

Council for part of his time at Alcan. When he set Fusion up

or however long, that bit of work lasted and then get another

he joined the Chamber. He was asked to take a seat on the

proper job. This contracting situation morphed into my own PR

Northumberland committee and, a few months later, he was

and design agency Fusion.”

asked to chair the committee. Then, he was appointed to the

Today, Fusion represents a varied customer base in the public,

board, then to the Chamber’s regional council and then, in 2017,

private and voluntary sectors across a range of industries such

he was asked to take over as president, and went on to serve for

as manufacturing, energy, healthcare, education and skills. Its

just under two years.

clients include Northumbria University, Nuffield Hospitals, AVID
Technology, The North East Fund and Akzonobel.
Then there’s work with the National Grid, on the North Sea
Link project, a subsea energy pipeline being built between
Cambois and Blyth and Norway. Fusion also works with a mental
health charity and local schools.
John’s involvement with the North East England Chamber
dates back to his time at Northumbrian Water, when he was
responsible for issuing company press releases and notices to
the Chamber magazine of the time and served on the Chamber

“Pretty quickly it became
apparent that, not just
Lynemouth, but that all the UK
operations didn’t fit with their
portfolio, they were too small
and were too high cost”

K N OW L E D G E: C AS E S T U DY

the board and the board members who
are responsible for the governance. But
the president is one of the faces and
voices of the Chamber, representing
the Chamber and its members at big
high profile events but also at Chamber
Council, which is a closed meeting where
we debate Chamber policy. What’s our
position on Brexit? What’s our position
on devolution? The president chairs that
and I always thought that my biggest
single responsibility in that forum was
to make sure that members’ voices were
being heard and to represent them.”
Stand-out events during his
presidency included the first Chamber
dinner in Durham Cathedral.
“Speaking to an audience of nearly
700 people from the pulpit at Durham
Cathedral was a big thing – I never
thought I’d be doing that,’’ he says.
He also got to meet some notable
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people, including John Major, Nicola
Sturgeon and the US ambassador.
But the highlight for him was signing
the mental health pledge, Time to
Change.
“That was really important for me
because mental health was a big
part of the manifesto of my tenure
as president,’’ he says. “I wanted the
Chamber to start looking at, and talking
about, mental health in the workplace,
so to sign that pledge on behalf of the
Chamber was a personal highlight.”
He ended his term as president early
in order to stand for election as mayor
of the newly-created North of Tyne
Combined Authority. On the face of it, it
was a surprising decision as he’d never
So, what does the role of president

stood for any other kind of political

entail? Apart from showing his face

office. But, increasingly, people were

at Chamber events and shaking a few

approaching him to persuade him to

hands?

stand. Initially, he declined, but, he even

“I think that’s a big part of it,’ he

received messages when he was on a

laughs. “It’s easy to be dismissive of

family holiday in February, urging him to

that, but it is a kind of ambassadorial

throw his hat in the ring.

role. You have the chief executive and

He recalls: “When I got back from

the executive team who are running the

holiday, I spoke to a few people I knew

day-to-day operations and the chair of

very well and respected, people who I

knew would give it to me straight. I said, what I don’t want to do

He shakes his head. “I have never had a grand career plan and

is get absolutely clobbered, if I’m going to do this, it has to be

if I had written one down this time last year – running for mayor?

credible. Everybody said, `It is very credible, you should go for

Not in a million years. If you’d said to me seven years ago, you’re

it’.

going to be running your own business – not in a million years.
“I took a lot of persuading and, even up to a couple of days

I was into my forties before I started running my own business.

before announcing I was doing it, one minute I was doing it and

I’ve never had that sort of career plan and anything that happens

the next minute I wasn’t and it came down to a very personal

next is not something that I’m planning for. Undoubtedly yes, it

decision that was taken at home with the wife and kids. `Do

has raised my profile and given me opportunities to do stuff that

we want to do this? If we do it, we are going to have to throw

I want to do.”

everything at it’.
And throw everything at it, he did. “The campaigning was
hard and intense,” he says. “I was an independent candidate, so
it was all volunteer-led and we had a campaign team of fantastic
volunteers, but none had worked on a political campaign before
and I had never stood as a candidate.
“Then we had a wider volunteer group of people who were
just phenomenal, who were friends or people I just knew and
a lot were people I’d never met before who contacted us and
asked to do some leafleting. We had 80,000 leaflets distributed

“I wanted the Chamber to start
looking at, and talking about,
mental health in the workplace,
so to sign that pledge on behalf
of the Chamber was a personal
highlight”

across the North of Tyne region by volunteers who just took
their own time to do this and it was a phenomenal team effort.’’
Despite all his efforts, he didn’t win. But, he points out that,
if the first and second preferences were added together, he
received more votes than any other candidate.
“The reason I didn’t win is that I didn’t get enough first

These ambitions include an involvement in regional economic
affairs and policy development and implementation, particularly
in education and skills development. He has already taken steps

preferences to get into the run-off against the eventual winner,

in that direction, having recently been appointed chairman

but if I had got into that run-off, if you added my second

of Gateshead College, replacing long-time incumbent Robin

preferences, I’m told I would have won,’’ he says. “But, the rules

Mackie.

are the rules, that’s fine and I’m okay with that. If I can, I really
want to help the mayor succeed.”
How would he answer the charge that he only ran to raise his
profile? He is, after all, a PR man.

He concludes: “If people think there’s a space and a role for
me to contribute to that sort of North East regional agenda,
to create opportunities for great people, I would love to be
involved.”
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KNOWLEDGE: ADVICE

Social media:
There’s so
much more
everybody
can do
Darren Winter, director of Duco Digital, offers
simple, easy-to-follow advice on how to improve
your social media presence. Much of it is common
sense and improving your online communications
won’t take as much time as you think…
Duco Digital
www.ducodigital.com
@DucoDigital

would speak when meeting a business professional for the first
time.
To give you an example, if you were to write social media
posts in an academic style, but your website language,
telephone voice and face to face communication style is
different, your audience focus more on the mis-match of styles
than the message, which will be their lasting impression.
Keep the conversation positive, focused, genuine, sharing
praise and success such as growing your team, collaborations,
customer testimonials and major projects. These are just a
few business milestones which are great to share from your
business and reasons to support other organisations.
Another great tip is to research your competitor’s social
media feed and gauge whether their feed impresses you and if
it reflects your personal and company values? If not, why not?
Make a quick SWOT analysis and reflect your research in your
own social media communications.
Social media posts need to be quick bursts of engaging and
informational insights. It is therefore important to understand
the platform and audience you are writing for and craft a
compelling message with a ‘call to action’ (CTA) such as a
website link, buy now message or a quick video or animation
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to watch in order to entertain or motivate the reader to do
something.
We all know it’s vital to make new connections and the

And social media is a great living tool to improve your career

Chamber provide excellent opportunities to do this, but it’s also

too. In a recent study, up to 87 per cent of recruiters used

important to extend these connections in the digital world.

social media to recruit and research candidates, so it’s vitally

Exchanging business cards at a networking event is polite
and good practice with most business professionals being
diligent about connecting on LinkedIn. But if you’re truly
serious about going the extra mile to stand out amongst the
crowd to do business, the conversation needn’t stop at this
point, there is so much more you can do.
Everyone likes to be noticed and social media is the perfect

important to switch on that ‘Let Recruiters Know You’re Open’
button on LinkedIn.
But before you do that, when was the last time you
scrutinised your personal profile?
Is your education and training fully up to date to make you
stand out against other professionals?
Are there trusted peers who could write an endorsement

marketing channel to show you can really make a difference.

for you on LinkedIn? Do you regularly share helpful industry

Plan in time during the month to start following your new

insights or are you more of a collector of contacts?

connection’s social media channels by liking their page and

The aim is to strike a balance and demonstrate a wealth of

posts, commenting and retweeting, and including them in your

knowledge about your field of expertise. The saying ‘never

social media posts.

judge a book by its cover’ often gets quoted, but the truth is

On Twitter you can also create a list of your key connections

an impression is usually made within one twentieth of a second

so you can support their key events and campaigns; it’s a big

of when reading online according to Nature. So make sure your

tool which is often overlooked and can help you focus on the

personal profile stacks up well against your competitors, advice

important messages you need to know about your business

that bodes well for organisations too.

connections.
One of the struggles for some individuals writing social
media posts is learning what to say and how to say it. This
can be trickier if you are part of a larger organisation as there

One last thing I always get asked about and that’s emojis and
hashtags. Social media is about being social, fun, engaging,
sharing best practice and forming communities.
Explore how using hashtags can increase reach and

is more emphasis placed on company and brand values.

awareness of your subject post, and experiment with one or

That being said, ‘company language’ can be often dull, plain

two appropriate emojis to positively increase engagement.

speaking, too ‘salesy’ or false. So write as you or your company

If you don’t get involved, you’re missing out.
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A DV E R T I S I N G F E AT U R E : N E WC A S T L E A I R P O R T

A global landscape for business
Launching in February 2020, Newcastle International Airport recently unveiled a direct flight with German
airline Lufthansa, from the North East to Munich International Airport. The new route will increase the
connectivity of the region, with onward travel connections to further destinations in Europe, as well as the
Americas and Asia. North East-based alcoholic tea brand Noveltea founders Lukas Passia and Vincent
Efferoth, discuss how the new service will strengthen business opportunities globally
Newcastle International Airport
www.newcastleairport.com
@NCLairport
Lufthansa
www.lufthansa.com
@lufthansa
Noveltea
www.noveltea-drinks.com
@NOVELTEAdrinks
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Tell us about Noveltea...
It goes without saying that Britain loves its tea – and as the craft
and artisan alcohol markets show no sign of slowing down, it’s
clear we also love our spirits. We saw a clear opportunity to
combine these two favourites, creating an entirely new drinks
category: alcoholic tea.
Blending the highest-quality loose leaf teas (cold-brewed to
extract a fuller, more rounded flavour) with a range of expertlycrafted spirits, our ‘Tales’ build on Britain’s history of culinary
innovation to deliver true ‘Tea with Spirit’.
How frequently does the Noveltea team use Newcastle
International Airport for international travel?

How will the direct flight with Lufthansa create more

Both Lukas and I are flying very regularly, and when possible

opportunities for Noveltea?

from Newcastle International Airport, as it is most convenient.

Direct flights are always more time efficient and much less effort

At the moment, we are travelling internationally up to four times

to organise journeys, with lower risk of delays! Thus, whenever a

a month.The new direct route to Munich will absolutely improve

direct flight is an option, I always choose this option even with a

the accessibility for us to travel from Newcastle Airport, as Lukas

higher expense, as it makes the journey more time efficient for

is based in the city.

the company.

What is your experience of travelling from Newcastle

What impact will the route have on your day-to-day business

International Airport?

operations?

My experience of travelling from Newcastle International

While Lukas is living in Munich, flying between the UK and

Airport is great, and I have always found it to be a relaxing

Germany has not been so straightforward. The journey requires

experience! The airport is easy to get to via taxi, as well as using

either two flights or flying to another airport, with an onward

the Metro. The airport is close to the city, with efficient check-

train journey. As a result, the direct route will make travelling

in and security processes, and has a great network of global

a lot more time efficient for both of us, a huge positive for our

destinations.

long-term business plans.
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P O L I C Y: T H O U G H T L E A D E R S H I P

Why the North East must
take a lead on digital
connectivity
Jonathan Walker, the North East England Chamber of Commerce’s assistant director – policy, on
the tremendous prizes on offer both to those who can crack digital policy puzzles and regions that
embrace a culture of digital investment and innovation

Jonathan Walker
Jonathan.walker@neechamber.co.uk
@NEEChamberJonathan
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F

rom manufacturers to accountants and printers to
coffee shops, there are few business sectors that exist
today for whom digital connectivity isn’t an integral
part of the way they operate.
Whether it is something as simple as the
ability to take contactless payment or full-scale automation of
production processes, modern businesses rely upon fast and reliable
connections.
Unfortunately, despite investment by successive governments and
much heralded broadband roll-out schemes, the UK is still playing
catch up with many other countries.
Taking average download speeds as just one measure of this,
research in 2018 ranked the UK at 35th in a list of 200 countries; far
behind Singapore, the Scandinavian countries and the USA among
others, according to a report by M-Lab and Cable.co.uk.
Plans are in place to improve this, with Government aspiring to
have 15 million households connected to full fibre-to-the-premises
(FTTP) networks by 2025, with universal coverage by 2033.
This is to be welcomed, although only if it doesn’t go the way
of other non-binding Government aspirations by being quietly
dropped after the next election or change of minister.
But for the country and our region to fully embrace and capitalise
on the digital revolution we must think beyond just cables in the
ground. We could have the best, most advanced and widespread
infrastructure in the world, but if we don’t have the right mindset
then we’ll continue to lag behind our competitors.
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The Chamber has teamed up with
Partner members Square One Law to look
at what is needed to make the North East
at hotbed of digital innovation and to
improve the adoption of new technology
among ‘non-digital’ businesses.
We’re conducting workshops with
experts from a wide range of backgrounds
to understand what barriers exist to
improving connectivity in the North East
and examining the best examples of firms
that have placed digital at the heart of their
business strategy.
We’ll be publishing our findings
and recommendations with the aim of
changing perceptions about the North
East’s potential for investment in digital,
putting digital at the heart of economic
decision making and hopefully shifting
attitudes among businesses who are
not capitalising on the benefits new
technology could bring to them.
There is no escaping how important this
issue is to our region’s economic future.
Fundamentally, digital connectivity needs
to be seen as a vital utility; by businesses
and policy makers alike.
In this regard, the market for digital
infrastructure is perhaps less mature
than it is for utilities such as water and
electricity, which are seen as essential
foundations of our society and are taken
for granted.
At a strategic policy level, the balance
between public and private sector in
terms of who pays for new infrastructure
seems to vary from minister to minister
and initiative to initiative. There is also a
tension between investment in super-high
speed connectivity in some areas versus
universal, but lower quality, coverage.
Similarly the planning system can seem
outdated and out of touch when it comes
to ensuring areas have the right digital
connections; whether they come from a

“We can play a role
in improving national
digital resilience
through new undersea
cable connections to
Europe and North
America, rather than
relying on networks
concentrated in London
and the South East”

fixed cable or mobile networks.
We believe there is a tremendous prize
on offer both to those who can crack these
digital policy puzzles and to regions that
embrace a culture of digital investment
and innovation.
The North East is a region well suited
to doing just that. On the infrastructure
front, we can play a role in improving
national digital resilience through new
undersea cable connections to Europe and
North America, rather than relying on
networks concentrated in London and the
South East.
This in turn has the potential to
improve our region’s attractiveness to
investors. In industries and sectors where
speed of data transfers, or sufficient
capacity to move large amounts of data
are paramount, the ability to locate close
to state of the art infrastructure is hugely
appealing.
The low cost of both doing business
and living in our region makes us highly
competitive against areas such as London.
Many digital businesses can be located
anywhere, providing they have the right
connectivity and supply of skills. We
have already seen a number of successful
tech start ups in our region led by
entrepreneurs who have left London or
other global cities yet we can do more to
ensure they keep coming.

Our work will also look beyond the
competition to play host to the next big
thing in tech (although we should ensure
the conditions are right for us to do so)
and will examine how every business
in the North East can integrate digital
technology into what they do.
While there are a great many examples
of firms in the North East that do just this,
unfortunately lots of firms either don’t see
the benefits of digital investment or are
simply unaware of what benefits this could
bring.
Committing to overhauling your
work practices through adoption of new
technology is a big step and requires
leadership from the very top of the
business. Too often IT is seen as a discrete
function in a company rather than an
enabler for what everyone else wants to
achieve.
A better understanding of the
capabilities of tech and translation of what
this means for the bottom line is needed;
both within businesses and between
the digital and non-digital business
communities.
We’re not alone in wanting to be a world
leader in digital. Cities and regions across
the country and around the globe have
these ambitions. But that doesn’t mean the
North East shouldn’t think big.
The rate of change in tech is so fast
that places need to have the right mix of
infrastructure, people and aspirations to
either catch waves at just the right time or
be the place where the wave starts in the
first place.
We’re really looking forward to getting
to grips with these issues and to working
with businesses, policy makers and tech
experts to understand what more the
North East can do to become one of those
places, and hopefully playing our role in
helping to make those aspirations a reality.
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Bridging the
education to
employment
gap
Mark Lane finds out how a new online platform –
globalbridge – is transforming how young people
present themselves to employers, in conversation
with its founder, Ben Mason
globalbridge
www.globalbridge.org.uk
@globalbridgeltd

The recruitment process is an extremely challenging task, as
any growing company and even some of the biggest names in
business will tell you. You might get dozens of applicants for
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your latest job posting, but how many of them will be of the
calibre you are really looking for?
It is, in many ways, a lottery. Anecdotal evidence suggests
that interviewees are very often not how you envisaged on
the basis of their application form. You might have somebody
who looks the ideal fit on paper, with faultless qualifications,

Indeed, the latter of these two candidates might not even

but whose personality is far removed from the right fit for your

make it to the interview room – they are quickly ruled out in the

organisation. Or you might have somebody who looks poor in

applicant sifting process on the basis of unimpressive grades.

written form, but who has the skills that will ensure they will be

This means, once again, both employer and candidate lose out.

a success; in this way, the restrictive nature of the traditional

This situation, of course, is even more pronounced for young

application has created a huge barrier that prevents talent from

people embarking on their working life from university, college

connecting with opportunity.

or school and whom, in terms of what they can put down on
paper, are dependent almost entirely on a set of grades.
Surely there has to be a better way? Ben Mason (pictured
above right), founder of rapidly-growing North East business,
globalbridge, thought so – and he decided to create an
enterprise to do something about it.
His answer is an online platform called globalbridge, which
has been described as a kind of a hybrid of Linkedin and
Facebook for students. In a nutshell, it helps young people more
effectively evidence and showcase their talents to would-be
employers, universities and other relevant organisations.
Its potential has already been recognised in Ben’s appearance
in this year’s The Sunday Times Maserati top 100 entrepreneurs,
globalbridge’s listing at number four in this year’s North East
Tech 50 and its appearance on Dynamo’s shortlist in the Tech
For Good category.
Like all the best ideas, the globalbridge platform’s genius is in
its simplicity and the question I had after interviewing Ben – and

It is a safe space that helps schools meet
the government’s Gatsby benchmarks on
careers guidance.”
Ben says that at present, his studentfacing team are all ex-teachers which
means they are well placed to deliver
assemblies and sessions to support
the young people, and to “inspire and
challenge them on to the next step”.
“We go into schools to initiate the
platform, get young people on board,
and to show them how to set up their
profiles and present themselves to the
world of higher education and work,”
he says. “We can guide them through
which readers may also find themselves

experience. It is not a traditional social

the initial set up, but also do coaching

asking having read this article – was,

networking platform in the sense that

sessions and professional development

why hasn’t this kind of thing been done

students cannot see each other, but they

to staff on different topics such as

before?

can use the platform to connect with

getting the best out of your students,

opportunities in education, employment

showcasing talent, apprenticeships and

and training in a safe and secure way.

how to find them, developing skills,

He founded globalbridge after having
been a teacher for 16 years and seeing at
first-hand how, in his words, “the abilities

“This is a safety feature so that young

etc. Part of this process can also be

of enthusiastic, talented and motivated

people are able to network and grow,

automated which will help as we scale.”

young people are distilled by the

but they are very much protected by,

Business has been quick to sit up and

education system into a list of grades”.

and can be guided by, their school,” Ben

take notice. Some of the most significant

explains. “It also keeps them focused

employers in the North East are already

director of sport at Durham School,

on their own journey not comparing

working with globalbridge, including

takes up the story: “I was often asked

themselves to others. It’s about

Sage Group, the NHS Business Service

by elite universities to identify talented

helping each young person to fulfil

Authority (NHSBSA), GSK, NBS, Virgin

rugby players prior to the UCAS

their potential, by giving them all the

Money, Muckle LLP and Engie.

process. In turn, students would ask

information and contacts and links for

me to help them create highlights

carving out their own future.”

Ben, whose previous role was as

In the education sector, Ben and his
team are currently working with over

videos to demonstrate their talent to

He continues: “globalbridge has

such universities. It was impossible to

several key stakeholders, including

the North East and have a number

replicate this for every individual student

parents, schools and teachers, but in

of educational establishments who

and there were not enough hours in

essence, allows subscribing employers to

have recently signed up on multi-year

the day! When colleagues shared the

present opportunities to a database of

development partner agreements

same experiences, across academic and

young people, and allows young people

including Heriot Watt University, Tyne

creative subjects, I knew there had to be

to showcase their talents, abilities and

Coast College Group, North East Futures

a better way.”

academic achievements. Our pilot

UTC, Laidlaw Trust (Excelsior Academy &

project has focused on schools in the

Academy 360), Acklam Grange School,

North East.

Park View School, Emmanuel College,

Ben’s logic was that the work he had
done helping young people evidence
their talents to universities could feasibly

“While each student has a profile and

60 schools and colleges from across

Bede Academy, Middlesbrough College

be scaled up, in the process creating

can upload ‘rich’ content – a recording of

a win-win scenario – for students, for

a piano recital, for example, or video of

business, and for the broader education

a performance with the school’s drama

to place opportunities within their

system.

society – globalbridge is not a social

organisation before young people from

media platform in the popular sense.

12 schools in Newcastle, including four

globalbridge is a platform that allows

It has a range of safeguards to prevent

in tough parts of the city. Within 48

young people to showcase their

people who pose as employers for the

hours of them being on the platform,

personality, talent, qualifications and

wrong reasons from contacting students.

NHSBSA were able to connect with

So how does it work? Essentially,

and Benfield School.
Ben says: “We helped the NHSBSA
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thousands of graduates leave the North

make our case in Westminster, before

university studies.

the All Party Parliamentary Group

The reason, no doubt, is that they

on Apprenticeships, co-chaired by

believe other regions offer a better bet

Catherine McKinnell MP, the member for

in terms of employment prospects. But

Newcastle Upon Tyne North”.

do they? Ben says: “The problem is that

This led to an invitation to present

employers need better ways in which

in the House of Lords on the subject of

they can identify future talent early

technological advances to help identify

before it leaves. We have to give people

early talent and skills in education.

a reason to stay and show them the
opportunities available.”

Getting in front of policy makers
in this way, especially for such young

Ben highlights that these days the

company, is a real coup for the business

region has a wealth of opportunities in

and certainly bodes well for the future.

futuristic and digital industries. We are a
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“On this front, I was able recently to

East each year having completed their

Ben points out an interesting statistic.

global leader in areas such as chemical

Research from the Education and

processing, life sciences and renewables

Employers Taskforce shows that a young

and, as such, there are fantastic

person who has four or more meaningful

students interested in apprenticeships

opportunities available for school leavers

encounters with an employer is 86 per

and internships, and we are continuing

and graduates. But are they aware of

cent less likely to be unemployed or not

to replicate this success across other

them? “It’s about digitally connecting

in education or training and can earn

regions. From the NHSBSA reports,

the various networks – young people,

up to 22 per cent more during their

globalbridge has helped facilitate over

industry, and education,” says Ben.

career. It serves to emphasise the fact

2,000 engagements with young people
in the North East.”
These are impressive figures, which

He actually believes apprenticeships

that engagement is so often the missing

perhaps represent the area where

piece of the jigsaw for the business

globalbridge can have the greatest

community and would-be employees.

offer just a hint at the huge potential

impact. He explains: “The absence

of globalbridge. For sure, the North

of a structured pathway to connect

– in this regard, Ben emphasises how

East has a well-established recruitment

young people and businesses is a

much support he has been given by

industry but this undoubtedly has its

critical weakness, leaving billions of

North East England Chamber and its

limitations and – let’s be honest – it

pounds collected by the government’s

chief executive James Ramsbotham

does not seem to have been able to do

Apprenticeship Levy unspent.

in reaching out to the region’s major

much to address the serious ‘brain-drain’

globalbridge could solve the problem at

employers – globalbridge is also

problem we have in the region. This sees

a stroke.

focusing very much on the education

While business is a key target market

sector.
He explains: “Universities have many
of the same needs as businesses; they
want to engage with and attract the
brightest and the best and put these
onto a pathway into their institution
– something globalbridge can offer
through a variety of means. Universities
are also becoming increasingly more
interested in diversity and the ‘whole
student’ and globalbridge provides them
with the extra information that supports
the traditional application routes.”
With the removal of AS levels in
the majority of schools and colleges,
universities no longer have a mid-point
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benchmark and therefore have even less visibility of student
potential. Universities engage with young people through
careers fairs and school presentations in order to showcase their
course opportunities.
Ben continues: “Not every school or college can be visited
every year, and whilst this is the case, equality of opportunity will
be questioned. globalbridge looks to address this for universities
enabling them to connect with young people from across all
backgrounds. In return, this presents a huge opportunity for the
young person to see what their future could look like. One way
to raise the aspirations of our young people is to show them
what is available and to give them visibility of pathways that
make it possible.”
Finally, we come to the issue of funding and finance. In terms
of its progression, Ben says globalbridge has been through three
funding rounds, the last two of which were over-subscribed.

“Universities have many of the
same needs as businesses; they
want to engage with and attract
the brightest and the best and put
these onto a pathway into their
institution – that’s something
globalbridge can offer”
The great news, as well, is that this is a bonafide home-grown
success story – a business created in the North East and funded
by the North East investment community.
While nobody at the business is getting carried away, Ben is
confident they have tapped into a market of massive potential.
The business has focused on the North East region to begin
with but national expansion is on the cards – it already has some
traction in several other UK regions – and this model would
undoubtedly be relevant at a global level. “But we have taken
a decision to rein any international dimension back – for now,”
says Ben.
He concludes: “Our mission is to provide an equality of
opportunity for young people and to level the playing field.
We know the market we are in and we have no doubt that
somebody is going to go big with a model like this – so why
shouldn’t it be us?”
If you are an employer who not only wants to build a skilled
workforce, but wants to raise the aspirations of young people
across the North East, ensuring they are more engaged and
informed about the opportunities available to them, why not
connect with globalbridge? Find out more at:
www.myglobalbridge.com

Employers on the platform
The globalbridge platform allows employers to have a
profile page which they can customise and advertise
pathways into their industry/company etc. This is to
show young people what opportunities are available,
which they might not have known exist.
For example, a young person might look at Costa
and sees someone selling coffee. However, it might
actually be the case that they are looking for software
developers, accountants, HR and marketing specialists
etc. Essentially, employers and universities can identify
skills that match their requirements and then notify
young people of their opportunities.
Using the digital engagement platform on
globalbridge, employers can ensure young people are
informed and engaged whilst connecting with students
who match the skills they require, regardless
of socioeconomic background.
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Using networks to deliver results
Mark Stephenson, director with public affairs agency Stephenson-Mohl Group, on why we must be attentive
to the relationships and networks we have and are building every day

People are innately social creatures, political animals if you like.
And you don’t need to have been in business too long to realise

The ‘offer’ we have is vitally important and when it is

just how important relationships and personal networks are in

combined with an empathetic approach to message targeting

helping to deliver results.

it can be hugely effective. While some of this involves having an

Although it might not be self evident, winning business and
changing policy require similar skill sets.
For instance, both involve selling and when done well both
involve creativity.
In the case of policy we often approach a problem looking for
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value can be enhanced.

understanding of the mechanics of policy making, either within
political parties or public policy per se, much of it comes down
to a person’s ability to build relationships founded upon trust and
mutual respect rather than, for example, a business card adorned
with the letters PLC.

a solution. That’s obvious right? Look at the evidence and make

We must be attentive to the relationships we have and are

your case and you’ll be in with a fighting chance. But what many

building every day. We must maintain a wide field of vision not

people miss is the imperative to solve the human problem, or

only with regards to what we want from policy makers but what

narrative, faced by the person to whom you are selling, whether

others want as well. If we can do this and deliver it based at least

this is in business or policy.

in part around the needs of those we are ‘selling’ to then the

As we seek to sell it is crucial to empathise – as Atticus Finch
put it – “to walk around in another person’s shoes” before we

chances of success will only be enhanced.
So how do we do this? Do we all become power networkers

make any assumptions about what it is that they really need. A

and have as much face time with as many people as possible?

logical solution is fine – but if the Brexit debate tells us anything

How many of us have tried a LinkedIn vox pop recently? It is

it is that decisions are just as often made with the heart as with

difficult asking ourselves the question – how much of what we do

the head.

in the public sphere is about projection as opposed to listening
and learning?

“What we can all do is take stock of
the innate value that our networks
can bring and nurture them as we
seek to build campaigns and win
arguments. This not only brings
business and policy benefits but
personal positives as well”

What we can all do is take stock of the innate value that
our networks can bring and nurture them as we seek to build
campaigns and win arguments. This not only brings business and
policy benefits but personal positives as well.
At this point we might do well to paraphrase John F
Kennedy’s famous inaugural address to “ask not what your
country can do for your business, but what your business can
do for your country”. In this respect building social and political
capital will help you and your business not only to build out that
network based upon good will, but put you in a position to draw
on it from time to time whether ‘selling’ commercially or indeed
to a policy maker.

This is why networks are so useful. They help us by providing
a forum to practice these human interactions while providing
intelligence regarding the emotional climate in which policy is
made. To know what a minister wants one only needs to read
their respective manifesto or social media posts.
To know what they need is something else. But networks also
provide validation, whether reputationally or merely as a nexus:
when we can demonstrate our value added to other people,
other businesses and other sectors then in turn our own political

Stephenson-Mohl Group (SMG) is the North East’s only
bespoke public affairs agency. SMG acts as advocates
for clients in sectors as varied as house building, retail,
healthcare, energy, logistics, finance and regeneration.
Since 2017 SMG has worked on projects with a gross
value added in excess of £750m across the length and
breadth of the UK.
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Stephenson-Mohl Group
www.stephenson-mohl.co.uk
@stephenson_mohl

A DV E R T I S I N G F E AT U R E : T R O O

Disrupting the energy
brokering market
With businesses paying a collective £500m a year
too much for their energy, Newcastle-based troo
is transforming the energy brokering market with
transparent pricing and new technology to help
businesses get a fairer deal from an unregulated
industry with a tarnished reputation for dishonesty

Almost two years since its inception, troo is growing rapidly
in the competitive utilities industry thanks to founder and chief
executive Andrew Richardson’s 20-year background in the
sector.
“The level of competition in the industry can be a doubleedged sword,” says Andrew. “Sometimes competition leads to
innovation that benefits the customer; but what we’re seeing in

Troo
www.troocost.com
@Troocost

the energy brokering market is bad practice and very opaque
pricing that disadvantages businesses up and down the
country, with absolutely no regulatory oversight. That means
brokers can charge any price they want and they don’t have to
justify it to their customers.
“Of course, this lack of regulation could be changed
overnight with Government intervention, like they did with
financial services ten years ago, but in the absence of that,
there needs to be some disruption in the industry – and that is
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where the concept of troo came from.”
There’s clearly an appetite amongst businesses for troo’s
services. The business is currently recruiting for additional
staff and is scouting for new, larger premises after launching
partnerships with the North East England Chamber of
Commerce and the British Florist Association.
In contrast to energy brokers, troo charges customers a
modest fee to organise their energy contracts and discloses
that fee before contracts go live using smart technology to
connect people to a range of competitive prices from a number
of different suppliers. Says Andrew: “It means that all of our
customers know exactly what they’re paying for their energy
versus and how much our service has cost them.
“A lot of ‘good deals’ are actually the more you use, the more
you pay. So if you use twice as much, you pay the broker twice
as much, but because this is hidden, you don’t realise until
the end. You also don’t know how much the broker is putting
on. There can often be some nasty surprises. I think pricing is
made out by a lot of brokers to sound more complex than it
is, whereas I see our role as demystifying that whole grey area
and using smart tech to give clarity to the customer.”
Digital plays a big part in troo’s commitment to
demystifying prices. The company provides a free to use online
benchmarking platform on its website, allowing customers
to quickly find out what fair energy prices really look like
by comparing their current rates against some of the more
competitive prices in the market.
“With us, businesses – and that can be anyone from a corner
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shop to a large-scale manufacturing business – can use us as

Troo recently worked with a major agricultural client and saved

a benchmarking tool. We are a bit like Trip Advisor, in that

them over £300,000 in fees alone. Troo also helped a national

people may not initially visit the site to buy from there, it’s a

charity save £18,000 by placing contracts with a much cheaper

comparison site, but once they visit us, they see the prices are

energy supplier and charging a lower service fee than their

very competitive.”

broker.

Troo aren’t just committed to fighting poor energy broker

“We’re incredibly proud of the way we were able to help that

pricing. They’re also keen to expose another example of energy

customer,” says Andrew. “Energy prices were actually going

broker poor practice - that of preferred suppliers.

up at the time and we still helped them save £18,000. For a

“Energy brokers usually accept sales commission and meter

charity, that kind of saving can give them the freedom to hire

targets from a few suppliers up front and then chase sales

an additional team member or deliver more projects in the

to meet those targets,” says Andrew. “If the brokerage has a

community. It’s tremendously important that charities get good

relationship with British Gas, for example, they will place their

service from advisors like brokers… and they often don’t.

customers with British Gas whether it’s the best deal for the

“The most outrageous thing is that charities and SMEs are

customer or not. Sometimes that works out for the customer,

usually the ones who end up paying these astronomical prices,

but most often they end up paying higher prices than they

because they don’t have energy management expertise on

need to.

staff. What we keep saying to Ofgem is, how much longer can

“At troo, that’s just not the way we operate. We aren’t paid

energy brokers be permitted to operate in this way? British

by suppliers up front, so we don’t have to chase targets and

businesses need energy brokers to be regulated sooner rather

we’re free to direct customers to the energy suppliers that are

than later.

right for them.”
Troo’s flexibility and freedom is already benefiting

“Fortunately we’re ahead of the curve on that point - and
we’re watching our customers’ backs. Part of the reason why

customers, who can typically save 30 percent on their broker-

people don’t switch is that they think it’s hard to do, which is

sourced contracts by switching with troo.

why our next focus is developing smart tech to make switching

That kind of percentage saving can be dramatic.

easier, quicker and friction-free.”

A DV E R T I S I N G F E AT U R E : N B S L

A champion for regional business
During 21 years at NBSL, and
throughout the organisation’s
previous guises, Lynne Graham
has helped thousands of firms
reach and exceed their potential

organisation have completely changed

The funding expert has spent two

with businesses we helped get started;

decades traversing the ever-changing

figuring out what their next move and

landscape of business support.

how we can continue to help them. Few

since I joined, but whatever the
parameters of the service we have
delivered, customer satisfaction and
quality have been the priorities.
“I love it at NBSL, it’s fantastic to work

Lynne, now Contract and Finance
Controller, has been on the frontline as

Lynne oversees delivery of the

changes to government and national

cornerstones of NBSL: quality, speed,

policy impacted on the way support

accuracy and delivery. A trusted

for businesses is delivered and the

provider of support, she has a track

organisations delivering it.

record for developing and enhancing

“No matter what happens nationally

systems meeting the requirements of

or in Europe, businesses need the best

funders, while remaining malleable for

opportunity to maximise their potential,

companies.

and that is where NBSL comes in,” said
Lynne.
“My role and the function of the
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jobs offer such satisfaction.”

“We pride ourselves on making things
simple for people to access funding,”
added Lynne. “Our top-class team

walks firms through a rapid, transparent
application process, from eligibility to
completion.”
For information on how Lynne and
NBSL can take the stress out of the
funding application process and help
your businesses grow, visit:
www.nbsl.org.uk
NBSL
01670 813322
info@nbsl.org.uk
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Q&A

Business
confidential:
Brenda McLeish
Brenda McLeish started her career in education and
by the time she was 28 became a senior manager
at a Teesside further education college. She was
headhunted, for the role of business development
director, by Learning Curve Group (LCG) in 2008.
At that time, the business had 40 staff and was
turning over around £1m. In 2013, she became
group managing director and then CEO in 2015.
Learning Curve has grown to a £42m turnover with
420 employees and around 600 associate staff
Learning Curve Group
www.learningcurvegroup.co.uk
@_LearningCurve

What type of books do you like to read and what was the last
book you read?
I’d love to have more time to read but to be honest I’m always
so busy. As sad as it sounds I spend my time reading bids,
tenders and things that people that aren’t in the training
industry would find dull.
Name your fantasy board of directors (up to four people), and
why you have chosen them.
If I could recruit one person into the business it would 100 per
cent be Barack Obama. He’s just such an inspirational leader.
Other than that, I honestly think the team of directors I have is
the dream team. They come with such a wealth of experience
and can draw from their diverse backgrounds to truly lead this
business to transform lives through learning.
If you weren’t doing what you’re doing now, what would be
your dream job, and why?
I honestly can’t imagine doing anything else. When I was
younger, I wanted to be a teacher, funnily enough. So it’s
bizarre now that I run one of the biggest training companies in
the country.
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What’s the best business decision you ever made?
I think the best business decision I’ve ever made was taking
the jump from the public sector into the private sector. The
founders of Learning Curve Group are a huge inspiration to
me, as they headhunted me from an FE college 10 years ago.
It really taught me about what being entrepreneurial was all
about. If it wasn’t for their influence, I wouldn’t have taken the
risks that entrepreneurs do.
Do you use social media, and what is your opinion of it?
Yes, I love it. I was locked out of my LinkedIn for a while and
it was a hard few weeks! I think Twitter and LinkedIn are great
business tools. They’re also great for catching up on news
and what other people within the sector are doing. Equally
Facebook is great for connecting with potential learners, right
across the country, so we utilise it a lot.
You are on the board of Tees Valley Local Enterprise
Partnership (LEP). What’s your motivation for doing that?
Being from Teesside, I’m very passionate about what happens
in the area so I’m exceptionally proud to be on the board of
the Tees Valley LEP. I joined at quite an exciting time with the
devolved budgets, particularly around adult learning.
It’s important that companies such as Learning Curve Group
are involved in what’s happening in local authority areas. We
need to be at that table, helping to inform what the skills
agenda needs are. It’s fundamental to the success of the Tees
Valley.

What are your favourite places in the North East, and why?
It’s too hard to choose my favourite place – I love living by
the coast, but also the buzz of the city (and the shops) in
Newcastle. Durham Cathedral is also a favourite, and we’ve
actually got a 150-year-old stone which was removed from the
Cathedral in 2016 as part of the restoration works which we’ve
housed at the entrance to our new head office.
Which are your favourite newspapers and online sources of
news, and why?
I absolutely love FE Week, it covers news for the education
sector and gives us frequent updates on what’s going on in the
education landscape.
Which recent business achievement are you most proud of?
2019 saw Learning Curve Group announced on The Sunday
Times’ Top 100 Best Companies to Work for list. For a business
that has grown from its North East roots into a national
training provider, it’s an incredible achievement to make such a
prestigious list.
What’s your best piece of business advice?
The best piece of advice I was ever given was to understand
what you’re asking people to do before you ask them to do
it. It’s something that has really stuck with me, and I often ask
people to do things and they say it’s really difficult and can’t be
done and I can say: “This is the way I would do it.”
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Teesprint
www.teesprint.co.uk
@Teesprint
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Pictured (L-R): Teesprint’s Mark Cullen and Sam Raby

SMALL BUSINESS: TEESPRINT

Bold diversification keeps
Teesprint on upward curve
Mark Lane finds out how a Teesside-based print and design business has transformed itself from a traditional
print business to embrace modern technology and equipment in moves which have helped it to double its
turnover over the last six years
Teesprint got off to a flying start when it was founded by Gordon

required several forms to track everything, but now hand held

Teesdale in 1982, winning a big contract with pharmaceutical

devices allow more streamlined, cost effective, paperless systems.

giant GlaxoSmithKline. The company still works with that client 37

Inevitably, many traditional print companies have gone out of

years later.

business. “On the marketing print side, online catalogues with real

The Middlesbrough business, which supplies print, design,
promotional/corporate gifts and exhibition stands, has grown
organically since then, moving premises twice as it has expanded.

time pricing and stock listings means we are no longer reliant on
vast numbers of printed catalogues,’’ says Mark.
“To continue to be relevant, Teesprint has developed a

Investment in technology and workforce has accelerated this

completely client-focused approach, moulding our offering

growth and Teesprint has doubled its turnover since 2013.

around what customers need in these modern times. Whereas

“After our best year ever in 2018 and on target to beat that in
2019, we’d have to say our main aspiration is to keep growing at
the same rate as recent years, allowing us to employ more people

print, along with TV and radio, were the only forms of marketing,
they are now just one part of a much wider marketing mix.’’
However, while high volume print is declining, small run

and develop our customer offering,” says Mark Cullen, sales

personalised focussed campaigns are on the up, Mark explains.

manager.

Print runs are coming back, companies which moved everything

Teesprint now employs 18 people, split across its production,
graphic design and office departments.
Mark adds: “We were a successful traditional print company
for our first 30 years. However, the increase in digitalisation

to email and online are returning, as they realise many people still
like to hold a physical product. Promotional gifts are also growing
as research confirms it’s one of the most effective marketing
tools.

hit the industry hard and we had to react. In doing so we have
experienced far more growth recently than during the boom
times of print.
“Because of the changes we had to make, it has altered the
whole culture and direction of the organisation. As a result, we
now have a roster of high profile customers and blue chip clients
that we are extremely proud to work with.”

“Online catalogues with real time
pricing and stock listings means
we are no longer reliant on vast
numbers of printed catalogues”

The business has invested in its IT Infrastructure and a new
customer management system. It has also put “substantial

“The sheer number of emails and volume of other digital

investment” into plant equipment. This includes a new litho press,

information people receive means that print, promotional gifts

two new digital presses, a new print plate maker, a full suite of

and targeted mail campaigns done right will cut through all the

finishing equipment for binding, stitching and folding, new Macs

noise and present a company’s message and brand front and

and design software, a Mimaki flat bed printer and large format

centre of the target audience,” he says.

printer, laser cutter and sub-surface laser engraver.
“To keep up and innovate in the design and print sector, we
have invested heavily over the last three years in our people,
equipment and our infrastructure,” explains Mark.
“Getting the right people in key roles is one of our main

Teesprint has enjoyed impressive growth in recent years, but
it is still looking for new business and this is supported by its
membership of the North East England Chamber of Commerce.
Mark says: “We were actively looking to raise our profile within
the North East and being a member of the chamber allows us to

drivers. To keep growing and advancing as a business over

reach a huge spectrum of customers and sectors at the variety of

the last two years we’ve employed four new team members to

events that are put on, including the Exchange and local events.”

support our growing client base.”

“We have also made great use of our relationship manager,

Digitalisation has brought big changes to the print industry

Rachel Thompson, to make introductions to other chamber

over the past ten years with a lot of print now made unnecessary.

members that we might have been struggling to otherwise

Cullen cites the example of signing for goods, which once

facilitate directly from our side.”
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AREA FOCUS: HARTLEPOOL

Genuine enthusiasm for a town
with potential
Gillian Danby is the new chair of the North East England Chamber of Commerce’s Hartlepool committee.
She sat down with Mark Lane to answer questions about the challenges and opportunities facing the town
Artistry in Leadership
www.artistryinleadership.co.uk

Gillian Danby comes to her new role as chair the North East

a practical perspective on gender, leadership and creativity. In

England Chamber of Commerce’s Hartlepool committee with a

2015, she set up her own business based in Hartlepool, Artistry in

clear vision of what can be achieved and how to set about it. She

Leadership, a professional development consultancy which relates

also gives off a palpable enthusiasm for working with the town’s

to this expertise. Her broad knowledge sees her regularly asked to

businesses to realise their potential.

speak at conferences both nationally and internationally.

She says: “It’s about giving Hartlepool businesses an
opportunity to network, support each other and learn from each
other. I want Hartlepool businesses to feel inspired, supported and
connected to the wider North East England community.
“We also need to ensure that the town’s business views are
fed into the chamber’s policy campaigns. In short, we need
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collectively to promote Hartlepool and ensure that outsiders
know who and what were are about.”
Her career began with Hartlepool Borough Council before
moving to North Yorkshire County Council as a principle
accountant, then returned to university to do an MBA. Her career
then broadened into all support services across England and then
in Canada, where she was vice president and chief finance officer

“Hartlepool has so much to offer,
with its fantastic marina, a great
coastline, historic environment,
proud heritage, and a beautiful
rural environment on our
doorstep. It’s an incredibly
friendly place and its people are
very proud of their town”

for the Banff School of Fine Arts in Alberta.
Gillian later achieved a Doctorate at Teesside University and
is publishing a book in early 2020 of the research learning from

“I was astounded by the number of entrepreneurs in
Hartlepool, particularly women,’’ she says. “I recognised that
the chamber held area meetings in all major towns in the North
East except Hartlepool. I asked the chamber why and was
told we can’t get a chair. I sort of walked into that one, but I
am very proud and happy to support my hometown and its
entrepreneurs.’’
She sees Hartlepool’s key challenges as being transportation
and the environment, but points to plans in place. For
transportation, there’s the re-opening of Tees Valley Airport and
the Tees Valley Mayor has confirmed that funds are available to
upgrade Darlington Railway station and to modernise Hartlepool
Railway station, including the opening of a second track. This
would significantly increase the frequency of trains to the town.
On the environment, many derelict buildings in Hartlepool have
been demolished with more planned and the town is benefiting
from the commitment of its residents through Hartlepool Big Tidy
Up, with support from Hartlepool Borough Council.
Asked about the strengths of Hartlepool, she replies: “It has so
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much to offer, with its fantastic marina,

and Design. “The Hartlepool Plan sets out

This aims to widen the borough’s

a great coastline, historic environment,

the vision for the next 15 years for future

economic footprint with an outward-

proud heritage, and a beautiful rural

growth and prosperity with a wide range

facing approach to collaboration. This

environment on our doorstep. It’s an

and choice of homes and jobs within a

is demonstrated through Hartlepool

incredibly friendly place and its people

high quality environment,’’ she says.

Waterfront, Civic Quarter and Town

are very proud of their town and its

She explains that there are three

heritage. Hartlepool had over 3.5 million

“masts” of Hartlepool’s new economy:

visitors in 2019 which is expected to rise

Mast 1, Creative Hartlepool: A plan

Centre, Hartlepool tourism plan, and local
rail enhancements.
Gillian says that chamber continues to

further. The town has some of the best

to build on the town’s reputation as a

offer support to business of all sizes in

schools in the country with Ofsted rating

creative town which supports creative

Hartlepool. First, with business services

87 per cent of Hartlepool Schools as

people, ideas and enterprise, including an

covering advice relating to HR, legal,

good or outstanding. The quality of life in

innovation and skills quarter.

health and safety and tax. Second, in

the town is very high.’’

Mast 2, ‘Productive Hartlepool’: This

growing networks through introductions.

seeks to consolidate and strengthen the

Finally, by increasing members’ skills,

adapt and diversify, as demonstrated

core foundations of the new economy

knowledge and information through

by the re-building of the Hartlepool

and add value to the Tees Valley

events such as Hear from the Experts,

College of Further Education and major

priorities.

breakfast briefings and seminars and

Gillian is convinced that the town can

investment in Cleveland College of Art

Mast 3, ‘Connected Hartlepool’:

workshops on HR-related subjects.

THE EXPORTER: SOLARGLIDE

Setting sail to exporting success
Mark Lane talks to Solarglide founder Paul Pringle and finds out why the company’s range of window
treatment products are in high demand across the maritime industry
Solarglide
www.solarglide.com
@solarglide

Paul Pringle, founder and managing director at Solarglide,

working on several large cruise liner projects in France, Norway

articulates perfectly the case for exporting as a means of taking

and Romania – including the refurbishment of Tui vessel Marella

your business to the next level. “Exporting opens up so much

Explorer. He says: “We survey, manufacture, export and install

opportunity,” he says. “It takes a lot of commitment and can

our products within tight deadlines – which includes luxury

often be challenging but once you learn the processes, it can

curtains for suites and cabins as well as blinds for the bridge and

take your business to new heights.

passenger areas.”

“We have been exporting for over 12 years. When I started the
business, my goal was to supply our products to the world’s five
largest cruise companies. Flash forward to 2019 and we have
achieved this, and more.”
It’s been a remarkable few years for Solarglide, a North East
exporter which supplies window treatments for ships, cruiseliners and the maritime industry, with a range of products which
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includes solar screens, blinds, curtains and window films.
As specialisms go, this is about as niche as they come, and it
is this clearly defined market focus that has enabled Solarglide
to achieve solid and consistent growth in several global markets.
Indeed, the company now exports all over the world, although
Europe remains its key market. “Our largest markets include
The Netherlands, Spain and Norway,” Paul says. “But we also
supply into the USA, Canada, Singapore and China – generally
anywhere a ship can travel. Our markets are shipbuilding,
ship management companies, private owners and outfitting
organisations.”

“Some of our most prestigious
projects include the supply of
blinds to two of the largest cruise
liners in the world, Harmony of the
Seas and Symphony of the Seas”
Paul established the company in 2008 and he is the fourth
generation of his family to be working in the maritime sector.
Based in Newcastle, Solarglide now employs 12 people and is
currently in the process of relocating to its own premises, at the
old Greggs site in Gosforth named ‘Bakers Yard’, which is being
fully refurbished.
Asked about current work, Paul reveals Solarglide is now

to begin with, using LinkedIn and marine
journals. Then we look for a local agent
or distributor in that market to represent
our products in that region. Other
channels may include a ‘meet the buyers’
session, an OMIS report, a trade mission
or a visit to the country of interest to
seek out opportunities.
“We have a network of agents and
distributors which works extremely well
for us. Usually we find them by word of
mouth or through recommendations.
We tend to find small to medium sized
enterprises work better than large
corporate companies. Companies
that are similar to us in size, and with
similar values and ambitions. A tip is
to look for similar companies that are
non-conflicting, and approach their
distributors for a possible synergy.”
Actually, as we interviewed Paul,
Brexit was – as ever – high on the
agenda, with talk even of a General
Election to help the UK decide which
way the country goes with regards
He adds: “Some of our most

to the EU. Of course, none of this

prestigious projects include the supply

uncertainty is helpful to local exporters

of blinds to two of the largest cruise

but Paul suggests there is little choice

liners in the world, Harmony of the

but to adopt a ‘Que será, será’ mindset.

Seas and Symphony of the Seas. As

He says: “Currently we are continuing to

well as the commercial market, we also

grow steadily and Brexit hasn’t affected

work alongside UK builders of yachts,

us (yet). We have prepared the best

supplying luxury wooden, aluminium

we can but with so much indecision

and faux leather blinds to the leisure

and uncertainty it’s difficult to predict

markets.”

how this will affect us until after a

With more than 85 per cent of its

meaningful decision has been made. Our

products exported, I was interested to

main markets are in Europe, so we are

find out how Solarglide goes about the

of course slightly worried about losing

business of finding new markets. Paul

business to European competitors.

says: “We research the market from afar

Unfortunately, this is out of our control.”
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MEET THE TEAM: DANIEL MARSDEN-KNIGHT

Rising to the challenge of
delivering outstanding occasions
Dan Marsden-Knight is the Chamber’s events programme and development manager. Kay Wilson talks to
him about his dream job and uncovers the attention to detail that goes into organising memorable events
with his team
Dan Marsden-Knight
Events programme & development manager
daniel.mk@neechamber.co.uk

For an events manager, running the rich
and varied North East England Chamber
of Commerce calendar of prestigious
dinners, VIP lunches and informal
networking occasions may sound like the
dream job. It can be, but it is also a highpressure role as Dan Marsden-Knight,
events programme & development
manager, knows well, running over 200
events a year with the region’s business
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leaders relying on his team, and him, to
deliver outstanding occasions.
Dan relishes the challenge with tales
aplenty of major successes, glitches
overcome and lessons learnt.
One of these lessons was never to
put complimentary chocolate bars
on guests’ seats, especially when the
keynote speaker arrives late and sits on
white-covered chairs, without removing
it, only realising some time later when it
had melted.
Needless to say, due to Dan’s swift
action the majority of the 500 guests
at the event never knew anything about
that heart-stopping moment.
Washington-born Dan has been at
the Chamber for over six years following
an events management career which
started in European holiday resorts such
as Andorra and Barcelona.
After working for Airtours he returned
to the region for a year to work on
Sunderland’s air show and the launch of
the city’s Aquatic Centre.
He then worked in London for five
years for prestigious medical colleges
including the Royal Society of Medicine.

By 24 he was leading a team of eight
people and part of a department running
over 500 events annually.
Dan’s return to his native North East
followed the untimely death of his
mother, as he wanted to be based nearer
his family. When he was appointed to
his Chamber role at 26 he was one of
the Chamber’s youngest ever senior
managers.
He says: “Working for the Chamber
is my dream job. At my interview I was
asked to give my suggestions for the
200th anniversary dinner. I’m delighted
to say everything I pitched was then put
into action and delivered.
We had Sajid Javid speaking to 800
guests in Durham Cathedral and then
a formal dinner in a marquee on Palace
Green. It really was a night to remember.
“When I started here we organised
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around 70 events a year and about a
quarter of our members attended them.
Now over 50 per cent of members
come to our events at least once a year.

last year’s success and hosted just under

year, will be its Annual Business Awards

This makes us the North East’s biggest

800 guests. The logistics associated

to be launched in January 2020.

provider of business-to-business events,

with the event are mind-boggling, but

over 7,500 people to come to them,

the events team take them in their stride.

which is fantastic for a membership
organisation. It proves we are doing our
job.”
The number of events being organised
by Dan and his team of three may be

Dan explains: “My team are fantastic
and always rise to the occasion.
“The minute last year’s dinner was
over we started to plan this year’s event,
taking place in September.

The North East England Chamber
Awards, which feature the Chamber
Business Awards and Chamber Inspiring
Females Awards, will celebrate a range
of businesses and leaders.
The aim of the awards is to recognise
the achievements of members. The
awards will also link directly into the

substantial but one of the biggest

“The Cathedral’s caterers Baxter

challenges of all their careers was

Storey work closely with me and their

British Chambers of Commerce national

delivered successfully last year, with the

menu for this year was really unusual

awards, giving our members the

first formal dinner ever held in the nave

and imaginative.”

opportunity to become shortlisted for

of Durham Cathedral.
Dan said: “When organising the

The challenge of feeding 800 people
simultaneously is complex for any

dinner, at the forefront of my mind, is the

caterer, doing it inside a historic building

need to be respectful of the Cathedral as

makes this even more taxing.

a place of worship. We worked closely

Dan said: “In all of these

categories at the national awards, which
is an amazing opportunity.
“My team and I have been working
tirelessly to get planning for these
awards off the ground and we’re really
excited to launch early next year.”

with their team to ensure the fabric of

arrangements, the main thing we have to

the building is treated with the utmost

remember is that the Cathedral doesn’t

And a final word of advice for event

care. For example, one of our partner

close. Our Annual Dinner cannot under

organisers, Dan said: “Always make sure

members Franks the Flooring Store, very

any circumstances have an impact on its

you arrange something you would want

kindly provided the carpet to ensure the

daily religious services.”

to go to, if you think its going to be dull,

floor was protected.”
This year the Annual Dinner built on

The next major event in the Chamber’s
event calendar, announced earlier this

it probably will be, so make sure it has
more appeal.”

EVENTS

NORTH EAST TO
MIDDLE EAST –
DUBAI 2020
On September 18, from the North East to
the Middle East, an introduction to Dubai
Expo 2020 and working in the Middle
East was held at Newcastle Eagles
Community Arena. A very informative
event included a wide range of speakers
including Mr Abdeslam El-Idrissi, deputy
CEO and secretary general of the Arab
British Chamber of Commerce, who is
one of the UK’s leading experts on UKArab trade relations.
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GLOBAL LUNCH
On September 19, global members
attended the Annual Global Lunch which
was held at Radisson Blu, Durham. The
event provided a unique opportunity for
our members working internationally
to meet in a focused environment with
businesses across the region. Guest
speaker was John Alty, director general,
Trade Policy, Department for International
Trade sponsored by Hays Travel.

EVENTS

CHAMBER
SHOWCASE @
TEESSIDE EXPO
On October 3, the Chamber joined
forces with member Fresh Start Events
and held the first Chamber Showcase
@ Teesside Expo, at Wynyard Hall
Grand Marquee. The event was very
well attended and a great success.
Businesses visited member exhibitions
and took part in a variety of seminars
and networking sessions.

CHAMBER
EXCHANGE
On October 8, members attended the
annual Chamber Exchange event in
association with Darlington Business
Week, which was kindly hosted by
Rockliffe Hall. Businesses heard from
sponsor Digital Allies and supporter
Clive Owen.

PRESIDENTS
CLUB LUNCH
On October 10, Presidents Club members
gathered at Redworth Hall to hear from
our speaker Frances O’Grady, General
Secretary of the TUC. The event was
sponsored by Pulsant.
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EVENTS

CO N TAC T L AU N C H
On September 17, 75+ attendees joined
the Chamber to launch issue 4 of the
all-new Contact magazine at Ramside
Hall. Attendees had the opportunity to
network with the North East business
community, and heard from guest
speaker Jane Reynolds, business
development manager at Northstar
Ventures.

CHAMBER
EXCHANGE
On September 12, MacDonald Linden
Hall near Morpeth hosted the Chamber
Exchange event. Over 100 members
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benefited from networking opportunities
to meet new contacts, whilst sharing
successes and discussing challenges
in business. We heard from the new
general manager, Marcel Wassen, about
his future plans.

CHAMBER
EXCHANGE IN
A S S O C I AT I O N
WITH DURHAM
BUSINESS GROUP
On October 10, the Chamber joined
forces with Durham Business Group to
hold a joint event hosted by Hallgarth
The Manor House.

UPCOMING EVENTS

DECEMBER 6, 11AM-2PM

CHRISTMAS
CHAMBER
EXCHANGE
This is the final Chamber Exchange
event of the year in the north of
the region – a popular annual event

DECEMBER 12, 11AM-2PM

with a Christmas theme in support

CHRISTMAS CHAMBER EXCHANGE

of Cash for Kids. Members are
asked to bring a gift along to the

The Christmas Exchange event in the south of the region will be held at Blackwell

event for a child that otherwise

Grange, Darlington and will support St Theresa’s Hospice. This is the Chamber’s flagship

may not receive a gift on Christmas

networking event encouraging an exchange of experiences, ideas and offers between

morning. Our event sponsor is

members; intertwined with multiple opportunities to network and build new contacts.

Northern Skills Group and venue

Chamber Exchanges consistently attract around 100 attendees representing members

sponsor is Copthorne.

from various sectors and of various sizes.

NOVEMBER 28,
10.30AM-12.30PM

INSPIRING
FEMALES
COFFEE AND
CONNECTIONS
The next Coffee and Connections event,
which is part of the Inspiring Females
programme of events, will be held at
Jesmond Dene House. A Christmas
themed event which will include a
Christmas shopping opportunity.

For further information about all Chamber events, visit - www.neechamber.co.uk/events, or contact the Chamber events team at
events@neechamber.co.uk or 0300 303 6322
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EVENTS

Shadow Brexit Secretary gets
Chamber members’ views on
leaving the EU
Sir Kier Starmer, Shadow Brexit Secretary met North East England Chamber of Commerce members at the
North East BIC in Sunderland on September 13, to hear their views on leaving the EU
He started the meeting by outlining the
options available to Parliament in the

“If we had left the EU without a deal

James Ramsbotham, Chamber chief
executive said: “We are very grateful to

on October 31, businesses have told me

Sir Kier Starmer making time to hear our

it would have been be far worse than

members’ views on Brexit and business

was complex with no easy solutions,

if we had left on March 31, as then they

conditions in the North East.

partly as a result of the original survey

were able to make plans such as giving

not asking people to clarify the type of

staff leave for a couple of weeks, this

relationship they wanted with the EU.

contingency can’t be done again in

light of the original referendum result.
His view was that the whole situation

He said: “We have a number of routes
open to us at the moment but none of
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economically.

November.
“It is so frustrating that we are having

them are straight forward. The views

to spend all this time discussing Brexit

that I get from manufacturers and

when there are so many major issues

businesses like those in the Chamber, is

we need to tackle, such as investment in

that they want to stay close to Europe

infrastructure, the NHS and social care.”

“Our view is that we must have a deal

“Our view is that we
must have a deal
with the EU as it is
our largest market
and one that is
within easy reach of
our region”

with the EU as it is our largest market
and one that is within easy reach of our
region.”
Among the views put forward at the
meeting were the importance of getting
certainty on trading conditions as soon
as possible, clarifying EU workers rights
and support to stop the drain of skilled
workers to London and the South
East. There was also concern about the
impact of leaving the EU on the number
of overseas students coming to the
region’s universities.
There was also discussion of
infrastructure funding with praise for
the Chamber’s campaign to upgrade the
East Coast Mainline.
Sir Kier Starmer agreed that the north
needed a better rail network both north
and south and east and west.
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